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The freshman orientation 
week of 1994 saw the class of 1998 
gather for the first time. The week 
was a time to come together, a time 
of new beginnings, and a time to 
begin living life from a new angle. 
The Rose-Hulman careers of 
many started on August 27, with 
residence hall move in. Sunday be-
gan with President Hulbert's ad-
dress to the class, and continued 
with tours of the campus. 
Monday, the tests began. 
There were personality tests, place-
ment tests, and equivalency tests. 
They were spread throughout the 
week, and many would be glad when 
that late night placement test was 
finally over. 
The week was not all work, 
however. Attempts were made to 
Many students took advantage 
of the opportunity to avoid 
c lasses by taking p roficiency 
exams. 
The ice c ream social allowed 
incoming students the 
opportunity to meet the faculty 
in a social setting. 
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The first week at Rose 
form a spirit of togetherness among classes, then waited in line to give 
the members of the class of 1998. the form to the registrar. 
New Games were held in the What was the result of the 
fieldhouse, and women from St. Freshman Orientation week? When 
Mary-of-the-Woods joined in to take classes began Thursday, Septem-
part in the icebreakers. A dance was ber 1 , there were no longer over 350 
also held, as well as the ice cream individuals who were in totally unfa-
social and activity fair. miliar, hostile surroundings. Instead, 
As the start of classes on they had been replaced with a class 
Thursday approached, students met who had already started friendships, 
with their advisors to pick their and their future. 
The variety of activities available for 
students to participate in was 
highlighted at the activity fair. 
New games provided the 
opportunity for these students to 
enjoy this unusual race. 
Astronomy club member Mike 
Lockwood tries to persuade 
Jason Carlyle to join the club. 
Elements & AspectE 
Rose-Hulman homecoming 
traditions continued in 1994, serving 
both to perpetuate the memories of the 
past and to create memories for years 
to come. 
The usual festivities began with 
the pep rally Friday night. The banner 
competition was won by Pi Kappa Al-
pha for their memorable rotating 
chicken, and the cheer contest was 
won by Triangle. The rally was capped 
off by the crowning of the 1994 Home-
coming Queen, Robin Shewmaker. 
The bonfire followed the rally, 
and grew to its traditional grandeur 
after some minor starting difficulties. A 
severed wire in the ignition system 
meant the planned system had to be 
replaced with flares thrown on the pile. 
This unorthodox method didn't keep 
the flames any smaller, though, and the 
large crowd was warmed on the chilly 
The Fighting Engineers take to the 
field against the Anderson 
Ravens during the Engineer win. 
Attendees of the pep rally 
examine the banners, including 
the winning Pi Kappa Alpha 
banner, at center right. 
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A time to continue traditions 
Hoinecoining 
evening. 
Saturday, the festivities contin-
ued to build. The highlight was the 17-
7 win over nemesis Anderson. The 
game started slow, but the Rose rush-
ing attack dominated most of the game, 
giving the fans plenty to cheer about. 
Ceremonies included awards an-
nouncements and inductions into the 
Rose Athletic Hall of Fame. 
Saturday evening was capped 
by two performances: Blind Man's Bluff 
provided musical entertainment while 
Craig Karges demonstrated his men-
talist abilities. 
On a more somber note, the 
1994 homecoming will be remembered 
by some as the day they lost a class-
mate or friend. Charles Estep, a fresh-
man, drowned while swimming in 
Speed lake Friday afternoon. The en-
tire campus felt the weight of this trag-
edy during the homecoming activities. 
Charles was 18. 
Upper Leff- The bonfire blazed brightly 
as usual tradition. 
Above- Sunday finished the 
homecoming activities with the 
alumni baseball game, in which 
alumni challenged the 7 995 Engineer 
squad. 
Homecoming queen Robin 
Shewmaker is escorted during 
the halftime ceremony. 
There were many awards 
presented at the halftime 
ceremony this year, including this 
golden outhouse award for the 
alumni display. 
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Everything is becoming in-
creasingly complex in today's world. 
Computers, satellites, and the infor-
mation superhighway are but a few 
examples of items which are com-
mon today, but weren't nearly . so 
common ten years ago. 
As new technologies de-
velop, each industrialized country 
tries to grasp their uses. This not 
only leads to projects with countries 
cooperating and companies cooper-
ating with each other, but many com-
panies themselves are multi-na-
tional. This means that an engineer 
who can speak and work in another 
language is extremely valuable. 
Rose-Hu Iman currently has a 
four-year technical translation pro-
gram for German. Russian was 
dropped from the program last year. 
Professor Lehr teaches her 
second-year c lass about the finer 
points of using the subjunctive. 
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Preparing for a Global Economy 
Now on ly first-and second-year 
Russian is offered . The technical 
translator's program teaches stu-
dents the foreign language in the 
first two years, and then concen-
trates on the translation of technical 
materials in the final two years. 
As part of this program, an 
overseas experience is extremely 
encouraged. Students can spend 
the summer in an internship pro-
gram abroad between their junior 
and senior years , or students can 
spend their junior years studying 
abroad. A student exchange pro-
gram exists between Rose and the 
University of Stuttgart (in the former 
West Germany) and the University 
of Magdeburg (in the former East 
Germany). Between four and six 
German students come to Rose 
each year to earn their MS degree. 
Students studying abroad can earn 
credits toward their Rose degree. 
The professors who currently 
teach German at Rose are: Profes-
sor Maureen Krause , Professor 
Heidemarie Heeter (native Ger-
man), and Professor Hannelore 
Lehr (native German). 
Due to the success of this 
program, the expressed student in-
terest, and the world's changing 
needs, there is talk of changing the 
two-year Japanese program into a 
four-year technical program. Also 
with the hiring of a new humanities 
department head, Professor Hector 
Romero, there is also talk about in-
troducing another language into the 
four-year technical translation pro-
gram. 
• 
Bruce Decker (left) spent his junior 
year at the University of Magdeburg 
(in the former East Germany). 
Adam Staley, Erich Leonhart, Bernd 
Strassner, Shawn Wischmeier (L -R), 
and Matthew Erbele (not pictured) 
had summer internships in different 
parts of Germany last summer. They 
spent one weekend in Amsterdam 
and one in Berlin (here in front of the 
Brandenburg Gate). 
Keith Shoup spent his junior year 
at the University of Stuttgart (in 
the former West Germany). He 
spent one month traveling, and 
is shown here in Holland. 
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Preparing for Coeducation 
ISU Consortiutn 
On September 1, 1994, the and chemistry courses with the choice 
first female undergraduates started to take several other classes. This 
to attend classes at Rose-Hulman. was designed in this fashion in order 
The eleven students were able to to allow the students to decide their 
attend through the long-standing con- own class schedules and activities. 
sortium between Rose-Hu Iman and The ultimate purpose of the program 
Indiana State University. This is. the was to both acclimate the females to 
same consortium that has enabled Rose-Hui man and to acclimate Rose-
students from Rose-Hulman, lndi- Hulman to coeducation. Although 
ana State, and St. Mary-of-the- coeducation will not be officially in 
Woods to take courses at any of the place until the fall of 1995, the admin-
three schools. istration and student body believed 
The eleven women all at- that this program would help the tran-
tended the basic freshman calculus sition occur more smoothly. 
Right: Kristen Dahle writes down 
her lab results in the lab manual. 
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Not long after the start of the 
school year, the women became in-
volved in a variety of clubs and orga-
nizations. These extra-curricular 
activities included the Gun Club, the 
Rose Pep and Concert Bands, the 
Glee Club, The Modulus Yearbook 
Staff, the Radio Club, the ROTC 
program, Alpha Phi Omega Frater-
nity, The Rose-Hu Iman Catholic Stu-
dent Association, participation in co-
ed intramural sports and other social 
activities. 
The past year has been one 
which has been full of excitement 
and wonderful experiences. Out of 
these experiences have come a va-
riety of memories of all the times that 
were shared. The undergraduate 
women who attended Rose-Hulman 
have helped set a new path of diver-
sity through the Rose-Hulman family 
which will be carried on for years to 
come. 
Above: Amy Werner lighting a 
Bunsen Burner. 
Left: Andrea Heim and Michelle 
Thomas work together during a 
late night work session. 
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What they never tell you 
Rose Inquisitor Price: $ 1.95 
$ 2.60 in Canada 
Herinan Moench Face Seen in Cloud!! 
Room C-100, Moench Hall - The face of Herman 
Moench watched over a diligent class of Electrical 
Engineering students, prompting some students to ~· · ;;;;~i;i~ 
vow to do their homework on time for the rest of the -:; 
year. 
This October in cide nt was viewed b y 
many as a grea t revela tion. Arlow Snodgrass, one 
student in the laboratory at the time, says "Herman just 
loves us EE geeks. He watches over us every day. Just 
cause he was stickin' out his tongue, tha t don't mean 
nothin '." 
The face, wi tnessed by all forty-seven people in the 
class, appeared in a cloud of magic smoke released in a thermo 
nuclear explosion from a defective capacitor. All of the equipment 
in the room was destroyed due to high levels of radiation, but 
miraculously, none of the witnesses suffered any injury. Fa ithful 
students attribute their salvation to the wonderful Herman Moench. 
_:: ' 
Super Guy For Hire 
One superhero from the former Soviet 
Union is easily getting the idea of capital-
ism. He's selling his services. 
Clio Real Homecoming Queen 
The Burly Cosack, as he is known in 
his hometown of Norfanower, Russia, is 
placing advertisements in newspapers 
around the globe. Whether you need a 
gang of robbers behind bars, or whether 
some bank stole your money, The Burly 
Cosack is willing to help, for a price. For 
example, he can repel an alien invasion for 
only $5000 an hour (plus food and travel) . 
Faithful Pet 
Dies 
ROSE-HULMAN - Batman The 
Robin died on March 12 of this year. 
He was eleven months. 
Batman was born on April 14, 
1994 on the Rose-Hulman campus. 
Soon after birth, Batman was found 
orphaned by his parents in a nest. 
The students of Mees 2 rescued him 
from death, and nursed him back to 
health. 
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THETA XI HOUSE - Clio the Goat, a popu-
lar personality at the Theta Xi fraternity, is 
Rose-Hu lman's tru e homecoming queen, 
says one fraternity member. "I was there. I 
counted the votes. Clio definitely won." 
Outrage followed the announcement. A 
number of students felt that the decision 
was biased to allow a woman to win. 
A senior and former resident of 
Deming 2 remarked, "I remember when 
resident assistant Jeff Haggerty ran for 
However, within a few months, the 
caretakers of this special bird found 
that he had started smoking. Despite 
several attempts to help Batman kick 
the habit, he continued to smoke up to 
eight packs a day. 
Four months ago, veterinarians in-
formed Batman that he had lung can-
cer. He died peacefully on that Sun-
day, and his funeral was attended by 
the many that loved him. 
Burt Johanns checked to make sure 
Batman's last wish was fulfilled: To be 
buried with a cigarette. 
Homecom.ing Queen. I'm sure he won. 
They just wouldn't let him take his right-
ful place." 
Pageant judges refused to comment 
on this incident, but inside sources reveal 
they feel that a goat queen would present 
a bad image for the student body. So they 
choose a woman instead. 
But Theta Xi members refuse to 
give up . Jenn Phree, a Theta Xi member, 
said, "Next year we'll nominate a cow." 
David Letterlll.an "Aliens Are Taking Over the 
Sues Skinner C-1 Campus" Claim Students 
They Say the Proof Is In the Pudding 
IOWA - In a harsh crackdown by CBS network 
executives and comedian David Letterman, the 
students of Skinner C-1 have been sued for copy-
right infringement. 
c am pus is being overrun by inhabitants from 
another planet, according to ca mpus activists 
Individuals Defending Interests Over Tyrany . 
is because Adams is an 
alien scout himself." 
Rhodes also has 
ph ys ica l proof o f th e 
aliens' existence. "In or-
der to survive on Earth, 
these aliens need a spe-
cia l compound whi ch 
cannot be found natu-
rally here. In order to get 
it, aliens work ing in 
ARAMARK spike the 
pudding to allow th e 
army to continue their 
evil mission." 
The broadcast network states that the weekly 
publishing of a bad top ten list has resulted in the 
network losing an undisclosed amount of profit. 
They feel that the loss of Nielsen ratings in Terre 
Haute is due directly to the distasteful, and boring, 
list provided by these students 
"They have been here for about four years," 
When asked to comment, Skinner C-1 re-
claims Daniel Danielson, 
organizer of the group. 
"Their plans are to infil-
tra te the country's and 
the world's engineering 
environments to prepare 
for an in vas ion . They plied: The Top Ten Things CBS Stands For. 
10.) Can't Beat Simpsons believe that if they can The p1tddi 1tg helps keep them 
cause the Earth 's inhabit- alive. 9.) Couldn't Be Stupider 
8.) Complimentary Bull S@#% !! an ts to rely more on their 
7.) Can't Bear Satire technology, they can eas-
6.) Causes Broken Spirits ily conquer the planet." 
5.) Can Barely Survive The alie ns ar-
4.) Can't Break Skinner C-1. rived on Earth in 1991 
3.) Chronic Boredom Syndrome from thier homeworld 
2.) Crazy Broadcasters Sued! Drelana, about 65 light-
And the Number one thing CBS stands for: years from Earth. "Be-
l.) Corporate Blood Suckers lieve in the unbelievable 
'---------------------1 p owers of the ship, " 
Dr. Salll. Hulbert Battles 
Pete Rose For Nevv Job 
HADLEY HALL - Dr. Sam Hulbert announced in a press 
conference today that he is being considered for a newly 
created position, Commissioner of the Cuban Baseball League. 
Hulbert was ask by baseball-
loving Fidel Castro to organize and 
head up the newly created Cuban 
Baseball League, after Castro's first 
choice, George Bush, declined. 
Castro's decision to create a new 
league was prompted by the lack of 
American baseball games due to the 
year-old strike. 
However, Hulbert has some 
competition for the job. Insiders 
reveal that former Cincinnati Reds 
great Pete Rose was also asked to fill 
the position. 
But Hulbert has a slightly better 
chance of becoming Number One in 
Cuba. He knows some civil engi-
neers who would love to build a few 
new baseball stadiums. 
says Dani elson . An-
other me mber o f th e 
group, B. Z. Rhodes, is 
the technical advisor for 
the organiza tion. "The 
method the aliens em-
ploy to travel resembles 
the Infinite Improbabil-
ity Drive written about 
by Douglas Adams. This 
"It's just a matter of 
time before these aliens 
are here in such high 
numbers that it will be 
impossible to d efea t 
them," Danielson warns. 






At last a class to teach you what you need 
to know. How to correctly answer any math 
calculation!! 
It is simpler than it seems. In fact, you 
already know some of 
the simpler proce- Solve 
dures. Ever multiply 
an answer by zero, 
then add the answer 
in the back of the 
18 x23 + 16 
z14 + 8Y(42 x) 
book? Then you have Can 't? Then 
cozened. 
It's easy to do. And 
this class will teach 
you even more inven-
tive ways to solve 
problems. 
you need to 
take this 
course. 
This four-credit course will be taught on 
Saturday and Sunday 4th and 9th hours in 
room G-301 . Teaching this class will be 
visiting teacher, Willie Nelson, who has had 
previous experience with altering numbers. 
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The Integrated First Year 
Curriculum in Science Engineer-
ing and Mathematics has been at 
Rose-Hulman for five years, and 
in that time, it has developed from 
an idea to a well-established cur-
riculum. The purpose of the Inte-
grated Curriculum is to integrate 
mathematics and the sciences 
into all aspects of the freshman 
year and apply them to engineer-
ing problems. 
The actual classes are 
based heavily on computers and 
group-oriented activities. While 
involving more work than the 
regular curriculum, many of those 
taking part in it feel it better pre-
The 1994-95 IFYCSEM faculty, 
back row (L -R): Don Richards, 
Jerome Wagner, Edward Motte/, 
Claude Anderson, Michael 
Mueller, Brian Winkel. Front Row: 
Jeff Froyd, Lynn Kiaer (not 
pictured: Mike Moloney and 
Howard McLean). 
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Five years of ingenuity 
IFYCSEM 
pares them for the group work and 
problem solving in the higher level 
classes. The classes are not as 
divided as normal classes. The 
day is split into two lecture peri-
ods, where topics ranging from 
math to physics to chemistry are 
addressed and interrelated. This 
eliminates the repetition of mate-
rial in classes, and also allows 
more time for the application of 
the ideas discussed in class. 
Laboratory experience is 
another important aspect of the 
curriculum. Invaluable hands-on 
experience is gained, once again 
with heavy computer use. The lab 
reports are designed to develop 
scientific writing skills, often in-
volving heavy interpretation, as 
well as real-world applications. 
The quarter projects may 
be one of the most distinctive 
trademarks of the program. 
Through these projects, students 
have the ability to apply every-
thing learned into a true test of 
engineering ability. In these 
projects, a real problem is ad-
dressed and solved. Students say 
that the projects were not only 
among the most educational as-
pects of IC, but also the most 
enjoyable. 
One of the keys to the Integrated 
Curriculum is the interaction between 
the students and faculty. Here, Dr. 
Winkel eats with some 7 995 IC 
students at the reunion dinner. 
A project, The Yellow Aardvark, is 
tested for its ability to sort three balls 
of varying weights and sizes within the 
specified time limit. 
Another ball-sorting machine is 
tested. This was the spring 
quarter design project for the 
7 994-95 school year. 
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Amidst projects and papers, 
students held onto their sanity by 
bare threads of many colors and of 
many materials. Some hung by ex-
citement, some by fond remem-
berances of friends. 
But through it all, the many 
interactions between each of · us 
weaved a cloth that pulled us all 
together. And though severed 
strings may have sent tensions rac-
ing through the fabric of our com-
Brett Jones promotes the Student 
Activities Board during the Activities 
Fair. 
Lower right: You ain 't playin' hard 
enough if you ain't dirty. 
Below: Thad Mead bares his arms 
on a warm day. 
16 
Joy and sadness flood the campus 
munity, in the end we pulled together 
tighter, and continued on. 
In September, as President 
Clinton signed the Crime Bill , the 
first eleven ISU Consortium women 
started classes at Rose. Mean-
while , other students admired the 
new Dynamics computer lab in Olin 
Hall and discussed the plane which 
crashed into the White House and 
the magnitude 8.9 earthquake that 
struck Japan. Since baseball and 
hockey were both on strike, some 
teens from Terre Haute instead had 
fun vandalizing cars in the Shook 
Fieldhouse parking lot. 
1¥3 October came around 
and the leaves began to fall off the 
trees, the football team was · on an 
impressive roll toward playing in the 
RCA Hoosier Dome. Iraq rolled to 
Kuwait, then retreated. Shooting 
calmed in Haiti while President 
Aristed regained power, but bullet~ 
zipped around the White House. 
Meanwhile, an airplane crash in 
northwest Indiana pulled attention 
away from the ABET accreditation 
visit. And Halloween was made a 
little more spooky by a visit from a 
Hollywood special effects group. 
November started out with 
excitement as 1983 Rose grad John 
Hostettler was elected to the new 
Republican Congress . Prayers 
soon followed for Ronald Reagan, 
who admitted suffering from 
Alzheimer's Disease. Jeffrey 
Dahmer was murdered in his Wis-
consin prison . The campus geared 
up for finals as the month ended, still 
,acking a snowfall in Terre Haute. 
Above: The Freshmen struggle to 
finish the bonfire on time. 
Students spend time between 
classes trying to catch up. 
Lisa Parker must really be looking 
forward to her work! (Are those 
crayons, Lisa ?) 
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We rushed into winter, heads 
held low, ready to push into spring. 
The trees were bare, the days were 
cold , and we wanted to hide in our 
rooms and sleep. 
But there was much to be 
done during the winter: homework 
to be finished, papers to be written, 
and snowballs to be thrown. We 
worked hard and played hard. And 
we had fun between the days that we 
wanted to scream away the winter 
blues. We persisted until spring, and 
gladly, but reluctantly, pushed the 
winter away. 
In December, President 
Clinton ousted Surgeon General 
Josalynn Elders after suggesting 
some very questionable educational 
methods. Mailbombs were being 
sent to many officials in the 
Nothing like basketball on a warm 
winter day 
Lower right: Members of "Moss Mouse" 
win the Recyclable Engineering 
Contest. 
What? I think I've discovered cold 
fusion! 
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Surviving another Indiana winter 
South and East. On campus, the died at 104, and that Kobe, Japan 
Heritage Brass Quartet provided was hit by an incredible earthquake. 
lovely Chrismas music as part of the Clinton gave the longest State of the 
Fine Arts Series. This sent us on our Union Address in modern history. 
way to our holiday break. Rose-Hulman became the site of an 
A new year, 1995, welcomed official Habitat for Humanity chapter, 
January to Rose-Hulman as the and students piled into the Audito-
campus welcomed two new televi- rium for the Blood Drive, Career Fair, 
sion networks, UPN and the and SAB's hypnotist, Fredrick Win-
Warners Brothers Network. But the ters. Meanwhile, Edward Detamore 
nation was shocked and saddened was hired as new Financial Aid di- . 
to hear that Rose Kennedy rector after Paul Steward retired, 
/ 
and some students are accused of 
stuffing the ballot box in the SGA 
elections. 
February saw the initial signs 
of construction of the new Hulman 
Union building with the felling of sev-
eral trees on the north side. While in 
space, the shuttle astronauts tried to 
fix a fuel leak in order to dock with the 
Mir space station. President Clinton 
promised Mexico a $20 billion loan 
guarantee for their failing economy, 
and told the American people to e_x-
pect a minimum wage increase. And 
at Rose-Hulman , Hector Romero 
was hired to replace Peter Parshall 
as the Department of Humanities, 
Social, and Life Sciences head. 
Above: Cold and dark, and it 's only 
5 p.m. ?!! 
Yeeee haaaa. The Dukes of 
Hazard ride again. 
Out for a winter stroll. 
Elements and Aspects 19 
Spring was quiet at Rose-
Hulman, other than the occasional 
roar of trucks at the Union construc-
tion zone. The weather was predict-
able, the campus activities went as 
expected, and the homework-- well, 
we had it, too. 
In March, the Bank of En-
gland went under due to lack of 
funds, and Rose-Hulman started to 
receive gifts through the "Vision to 
be the Best" campaign. Mike Tyson 
was released from prison , and 
Michael Jordan came out of retire-
ment, sporting a new number for the 
Chicago Bulls (later he would adopt 
his traditional number 23). ROTC 
cadets started a fire at Camp 
Atterbury during the spring FTX, 
and other students were hot at 
Juniors complain about the housing 
situation next year with this statement. 
Far right: Corey Schwensen dresses as 
the red corpuscle to encourage 
students to donate blood. 
This garbage truck finds that mud is 
quite soft. It needed to be pulled out 
of a rut by another truck. 
20 Elements and Aspects 
How many days 'til summer? 
Engineers in Concert. The first of a 
number of terrorist nerve gas at-
tacks occurred in a Japanese sub-
way, and the comic strip "Outland" 
said its farewell. 
April was ushered in by the 
publication of the Thran, which con-
tained news we all eagerly wanted 
to read. Congressman Bob Dole 
announced his candidacy for Presi-
dent, and the Catapult directorship 
changed from Noel Moore to 
Rick Ditteon. A bombing of a 
Federal Building in Oklahoma City 
shocked us all, as did the end of the 
baseball strike. Dr. John Ying retired 
from the Humanites, Social, and Life 1 
Sciences Department, and Campus 
Beautification took place on cam-
pus. Rose Show went well, except 
that Lambda Chi Alpha didn't attend 
Greek Games. Nationally, a report 
came out saying that many schools 
inflate their SAT scores by 
! 
not including some students. 
May arrived with a look of 
disgust in many Juniors' eyes as 
student housing for next year came 
into question. Due to an expected 
increase in the number of freshmen , 
current students were offered a 
$200 refund for their housing de-
posit. In Terre Haute, sixteen-year 
mayor Pete Chalos was defeated in 
the primaries, and the NCAA golf 
tournament was hosted by Rose-
Hulman. The baseball team also 
won the ICAC tournament. Earth-
quakes struck Greece and Japan, 
while the ebola virus was a fear in 
Zaire. Japan filed charges against 
the United States over car 
tariffs. SAB and RHA put on a great 
Spring Carnival at which Danger 
Will Robinson performed. Former 
President George Bush dropped a 
lifetime membership to the NRA af-
ter the organization made com-
ments which Bush thought insulted 
federal law officials. Timothy 
McVeigh reportedly confessed to 
the Oklahoma City bombing, and 
Europe celebrated the 50th anniver-
sary of V-E Day ending WWII. Pro-
fessor Al Schmidt retired after 46 
years of service at Rose-Hulman. 
Finally, the Class of 1995 graduated 
and gained a new freedom, and O.J. 
Simpson remained on trial , his free-
dom in question. 
Above: Pete volunteers his time to 
help feed us all. 
Ah. What a relaxing scene. 
The administration went out of its 
way for Chuck's birthday. 
Elements and Aspects 21 
This year was a very success-
ful year for the Rose-Hulman Drama 
Club, which performed the plays "A 
Few Good Men" on Dad's Day in the fall 
term, a series of one acts on Mom's 
Night in the winter term, and "Joseph 
and the Amazing Technicolor 
Dreamcoat" during Parents' Weekend 
in the spring term. 
"A Few Good Men," which was 
written by Aaron Sorkin, centers on the 
courtmartial of two Marines in the death 
of a fellow soldier at the military base at 
Guantanamo Bay. The two Marines 
are willing to go to jail in order to defend 
the military's strict honor code. A 
young Navy lawyer and his assistant 
putthe Marines' Badge of Honor on trial 
Right, Below: Scenes from the fall 
production, ''.4 Few Good Men." 
Right: One of the one act plays 
featured during Mom's Night 
Weekend. 
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A y e a r 0 f dram a 
and try to defend the actions of these 
two men and the basic beliefs of the 
military system. 
Lead roles were performed by 
Ryan Mrozinske, Greg Stump, and 
Kate Seibert. 
"Joseph ... ", written by Andrew 
Lloyd Weber, centers around the bibli-
cal story of Joseph, who could predict 
the futu re. His siblings thought his 
ability to predict the future came from 
the multi-colored coat his father gave 
him. As a result, the siblings sell Jo-
seph into slavery in Egypt. Joseph 
becomes a counsel to the pharoah. 
When a famine arrives and Joseph's 
siblings come to Egypt in search of 
food, Joseph is faced with the dilemma 
of whether or not to feed them. 
The play includes an unusual 
mixture of country , western , and 
1950's rock 'n' roll. The production 
featured an 18-member children 's 
choir, the Rose-Hulman Jazz Band, 
and a 32-member cast of Rose and ISU 
students. 
Left: Another one act play. 
Above, Above Left, Left: Scenes 
from ''Joseph and the Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat" during 
Parents' Weekend. 
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There was something to amaze 
and captivate an audience of any age 
at the 67th annual Rose Show. The 
show occurs each year during Parents' 
Weekend in spring term. 
The Rose Show's purpose is to 
help the public learn about engineering 
and technology, and to have fun in the 
process. This is achieved through the 
hands-on demonstrations, contests, 
and displays of the latest technology 
and equipment. 
Right, Below: Freshman design 
students p repare their cars for the 
annual mousetrap car race. 
The display of the Solar Phantom 
solar powered car was a popular 
attraction of the show. 
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Projec t s, family, and fun 
Popular attractions of the show 
include the mousetrap-powered car 
race, the chemistry magic show, and 
the display of the Solar Phantom solar-
powered car. Other displays of note 
include the balsa-wood bridge contest, 
concrete stress test, and numerous 
senior projects in all departments. 
The evening events included 
presentations by the Drama Club, and 
a banquet to honor outstanding stu-
dents. 
The weekend is a time to dem-
onstrate the results of the design and 
development for the projects students 
and faculty undertake at Rose. Per-
haps most importantly, however, it 
demonstrates the interesting and en-
joyable aspects of engineering. 
The tradition of Campus Beau-
rification Day continued this year, with 
• pproximately 150 to 200 students vol-
nteering time and energy to clean and 
enhance the campus. The annual 
event, held on a Saturday in early April , 
.,,aw members of the Rose community 
aking leaves, planting flowers , and 
andscaping around BSB. 
c a m p u 
In the eight years of the event, 
many projects have been undertaken, 
including sidewalks, the Rose bushes 
at the main gate entrance, and the 
block wall near the upperclass dorms. 
"It's unlikely that the Buildings and 
Grounds would be able to accomplish 
as much without the contribution of so 
many man-hours by the students," ac-
s 
cording to Pete Gustafson, Associate 
Dean of Students. 
Although it involved giving up 
precious Saturday time , students 
seemed to enjoy the day, which was 
capped by a hog roast following the 
projects. 
Campus Beautification Day 
included street cleaning (Above 
Left), cleaning the beach of 
Speed Lake (Left), and cleaning 
leaves from Speed Lake (Above) . 
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Students returning to school in 
1994 might not have thought that much 
happened over the summer on cam-
pus. At first glance, anyway, it ap-
peared as if everything was much as it 
had been left. Sure, the residence hall 
room may have received a fresh coat of 
paint, and some trees seem to be miss-
ing, but nothing else changed, did it? 
It didn't take long for most stu-
dents to realize that those initial im-
pressions were incorrect. One of the 
Right, Above and Below: Students 
work in the new image processing 
lab, designed to support the imaging 
program. 
Above: The new bell tower in 
honor of Dr. Schmidt's many 
years at Rose-Hu/man. 
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Everything old . IS new 
biggest changes of the summer was in Around the campus, lighting 
the computing systems. The aging PC and emergency beacons were being 
lab was filled with more modern ma- added and trees and bushes were be-
chines, and a similarly outfitted lab was ing cut, in preparation for coeducation. 
established, the Dynamics Lab. These The improvements kept coming 
labs began the transition from the through the year, as well , as plans were 
NeXT's, for many, a change to be com- made for new athletic facilities , union 
pleted by the laptops in 1995. The ag- expansion, and more renovations of 
ing VAX mainframe was replaced with the academic buildings. The end of the 
a leaner, faster VMS cluster, as well, year was capped by the erection of a 
giving students as much as a tenfold bell tower in commemoration of Alfred 
increase in speed. R. Schmidt's many years at Rose. 
u 
The first week of February 1995 
saw the beginning of the first major 
renovation of the Hulman Memorial 
Union since its beginningsovertwenty-
five years before . While the spring 
rains came, the long process of estab-
lishing the foundation forthe expansion 
began . The multi-phased project, 
scheduled to be completed in one and 
a half years , will expand and relocate 
the game room, enlarge the kitchen 
space, bookstore, and will provide new 
n I 0 
club offices. All told, the Union will be 
approximately twice its old size. 
Renovations meant plenty of 
inconveniences, however. Students 
living in the upperclass halls were 
troubled by occasional power outages, 
lack of running water, and other ser-
vices. In addition , the path behind the 
Union was blocked by construction , 
meaning the walk to class was length-
ened for those students as well . Con-
struction sometimes congested the 
n 
drive in front of Deming, and so on. The 
entire project is designed to keep the 
unaffected areas of the Union opera-
tional , and it succeeded at that. Meals 
were served throughout the year, and 
most of the other functions of the Union 
were uninterrupted during the con-
struction. 
The Union expansion was the 
most ambitious construction project on 
campus this year, working to fulfill one 
of the biggest needs of the campus. 
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All homework is turned in, tests 
graded, and worries over. It is time to 
both congratulate and wish the best of 
luck to the graduating class of 1995 for 
what they have accomplished and for 
their future plans. 
The weather experts predicted 
rain for commencement, but the day 
started off sunny and beautiful allowing 
the traditional march around and 
through campus to the fieldhouse. 
After the Alumni Greeting from 
Joel Waldbieser ('60 B.S.) and re-
sponse from class president Tobiah 
Huwe, the graduates and audience lis-
tened to a beautiful, powerful, and mov-
ing speech by the ex-second lady, 
Marilyn Tucker Quayle. 
Right: The procession to the fie/dhouse 
of the future leaders in science and 
technology. 
Above: Class president Tobiah 
Huwe addresses the audience. 
Right: The commencement 
speaker: Marilyn Tucker Quayle. 
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The end, or a beginning? 
Receiving honorary Doctor of 
Engineering degrees at the ceremony 
were : Mac Fehsenfeld, Milton 
Lowenstein, David Staggs, and Clyde 
Willian. Marilyn Tucker Quayle re-
ceived a Doctorate of Humane Letters. 
There were several awards 
given to the faculty and students. The 
Heminway Medal (for highest GPA) 
was awarded to Dan Schocke, the 
John T. Royse Award to Son Cao, and 
the Herman A. Moench Distinguished 
Senior Commendation to Corey 
Schwensen. The Dean's Outstanding 
Teacher Award went to Dr. Ball of the 
chemistry department, the 
President'sOutstanding Service 
Award to Mary Ann Pierce, and a spe-
cial award was given to Polly Seamon. 
The Board of Managers' Award for out-
standing research was presented to 
Dr. Art Western of the physics and 
applied optics department. 
Four years, the integrated cur-
riculum, co-education, pentiums, all 
nighters, campus expansion, friend-
ships, set-backs, success and acco-
lade. You have seen a lot in four years, 
class of 1995. Always look forward, but 
never forget your past. 
Left: Many friendships have been 
forged over the past four years. 
Middle Left: The recession after the 
ceremony. 
Above: The end result: a 
diploma. 
Left: Graduation is a time to 
share with loved ones. 
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The chemical engmeenng 
department is in an exciting period of 
change. The enrollment in chemical 
engineering is increasing, and is pro-
jected to be a popular choice of 
major for women in next year's fresh-
man class . To help with the in-
creased number of students, retired 
professors Dr. Hite and Dr. Bowden 
returned to teach a class. The de-
partment has also received permis-
sion to interview for a new faculty 
member. 
The curriculum is also un-
dergoing change. The statistics for 
chemical engineers course was cre-
ated by Dr. Caskey (CH) and Dr. 
Kinney (MA) and is now required. 
The faculty are also interested in 
pursuing the sophomore integrated 
curriculum, though no chemical en-
gineering students signed up for it. 
The faculty will revote on it in the fall 
term of the next academic year. The 
department is also trying to antici-
pate the use of laptop computers in the classroom. 
Dr. Caskey will be on sabbatical for fall term of the next 
academic year, and Dr. Hariri will return from sabbatical from Eli Lilly. 
However, the department will definitely miss their secretary, Donna 
Snedeker, who is retiring. 
Top: (Ba ck Row) William Bararuci, Frank Cunning, Jerry Caskey, Noel Moore, Carl Abbeg, Steuart Leipziger; (Front Roll') 
Ronald Artigue, Donna Sn edeker, Sam Hit e, Warren Bowden. 
Lower Right: Working hard in th e chemistry labs. 
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Even though the chemistry 
department is not the largest depart-
ment on campus, that doesn't mean 
they aren't extremely busy. The fac-
ulty is busy putting together presen-
tations, writing papers, submitting 
grant proposals, and performing nu-
merous services for the community. 
The only noteable faculty 
change to report is that Dr. Lewis 
will step down as department head 
on September 1, 1995 (the only de-
partment head since the position be-
came autonomous in September 
1983). 
The faculty have also saved 
the department a considerable 
amount of time and money. Dr. 
Allison used his glass blowing 
knowledge to repair approximately 
$2,000 of broken glassware. Dr. 
McLean has served as the 
department' s instrument repair tech-
nician and has saved the department 
several thousand dollars. 
The curriculum and facili-
ties evolve to meet society's needs. 
Dr. Ball has established a microbi-
ology lab, Dr. McLean continues 
research into environmental analy-
sis methods, Dr. Ball is looking to 
add computer molecular modelling 
into his organic chemistry class, 
and Dr. Tilstra is teaching ad-
vanced environmental chemistry. 
p: (Back Row) Michael Mueller, David Erwin, Luanne Tilsrra , Dennis Lewis, Neil Flarrer; (Fronr Row) Edward Morre!, 
uce Allison, Kathy Samm, Marolyn Nees. Nor pictured: Howard Mcl ean and Beverly Pesrel. 
iddle Leff: Dr. Pesrel conducr.1· a lab session. 
wer Leff: Dr. Erwin /osr rhe "Shower a Prof' contest. 









This past year has been one of nothing but success for the civil 
engineering department. The ABET accreditation board had no major 
concerns about the department before or after the accreditation board 
campus visit. 
One of the senior design teams entered a steel bridge in the 
Great Lakes Conference competition and won, beating the likes of the 
University of Illinois and Purdue (whose bridge collapsed). At the 
national competition in Miami , Florida, the steel bridge team came in 
thirteenth out of thirty-two. 
The Rose-Hulman chapter of the American Society of Civil 
Engineers (ASCE) was named one of the nation 's top student chapters 
when it received a certificate of commendation. 
The quality assurance program, which the 
department conducts for contractors, continues to fund 
the purchasing of laboratory equipment. 
The department has hired a new member for the 
next academic year, Ms. Sharon Jones (a Ph.D. candi-
date in environmental engineering at Carnegie Mellon 
University). Dr. Houghtalen will be on sabbatical next 
year. 
Top: (L-R) Kathy Nicoson, Tom Descoteaux, Jim McKinn ey, Martin Thomas, Robert Houghtalen, Keith Royer. Cecil Lobo. 
Middle: The steel bridge tea Ill shows oJf their bridge to some elementa1y school students. 
Bollom: The junior and senior civil engi11eer.1· at the regional co1~ference in Indianapolis. 
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Next year, there will be a 
new computer network and a new 
programming language. The new 
computer network will be the new 
laptop computers which the 
freshmen will be required to can·y 
around next year. Since the 
students will be using laptops and 
running windows, the program-
ming language for the classes 
CS 100 and CS23 l will change to 
C++. 
The computer science 
department will add Dr. Rimli 
Sengupta (from Georgia Tech) to 
the staff next year, and Cary Laxer 
will be the acting department head. 
The current department head , 
Frank Young, will be on sabbatical 
for the next year. 
The computer science 
department students have been 
working closely with the Solar 
Phantom team. The computer 
science students have developed soft-
ware for the Solar Phantom team which 
allows several performance parameters 
of the race car to be constantly moni-
tored. 
Top: Cary Laxer, Lynn Degler, Claude Anderson , Pat Kalua (He has lefi the departmenr since !his early 1994 picture), Frank 
Youn g, and Dale Oexmann. Not picrured: Da ve Mulch/er. 
Bollom: Dr. Mutchler working hard in his o.ffice. 
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There has been a lot going on in 
the electrical engineering department in 
terms of faculty and staff changes and in 
the curriculum. Dr. Lebaric is on a one-
year leave, Dr. Brockhurst is on a one-
year sabbatical, Dr. Yoder has been on a 
two-quarter mini leave, technician B. 
Lancaster resigned, and Ms. Francis Silta 
was hired as a computer/laboratory 
technician. 
Dr. Padgett has stirred student 
interest as the faculty mentor for the 
flying vehicle team. 
Even though the ABET accredita-
tion board commended the department on 
its excellent facilities, it is expected that 
massive updates will be needed before the 
turn of the century. 
The computer engineering part of 
the department, which was not around when the depart-
ment was last evaluated, is expected to receive its initial 
accreditation in August. 
The department is also doing something which no 
other department is doing: requiring all of its current 
freshmen to enroll in the sophomore integrated curricu-
lum. Next academic year, the department will concen-
trate on the junior syllabus. 
Top: ( L-R) First Row: Ed Doering, Barry Farbrother, Sue Dayhuff Second Row: Ruth Wa ite, Frank Acker. Third Row: William 
Eccles, John Derry, David Voltmer. Fourth Row: Cliffo rd Grigg, Mark Yoder, Cherian Mathews, Wayne Padgett. Fifth Row: 
Bruce Black, Niusha Rostamkolai, Dave Gahim.er, Keith Hoover. 
Middle: Now if we can only get this thing to work right ... 
Boltom: Puffin g into practice the theories o,f power engineering. 
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This year and next year are truely going to be transition 
years for the humanities, social, and life sciences (HSLS) 
department. This year, Dr. Ying retired and Dr. Bremer went 
on sabbatical (replaced by Frank Raymond). Dr. Mason will 
also be returning next year. Dr. Ying was the mainstay of the 
economics department for the past thirty-two years and had 
the utmost respect and admiration of his colleagues and stu-
dents . 
Dr. Parshall is also stepping down as the head of the 
HSLS department. He will be replaced by Dr. Hector 
Romero. Dr. Romero currently is the chair of the department 
of foreign languages at Indiana University at South Bend. 
A nation-wide search was done for a coordinator of 
technical communication. The class is currently taught by Dr. 
Julia Williams, and she will be joined next year by Dr. Patricia 
Carlson (on special leave with the Air Force). 
The Foundation Coalition has supplied the funding to 
guarantee that all staff have adequate computers. Office 
space, however, continues to be a problem. 
Top (L-R): First Row: Betty Moore, Toshiyuki Yamamoto, Bill Pickell. Second Row: Peter Parshall, Marcy Everest. Third 
Row: Frank Raymond, Peter Priest, Scott Clark. Fourth Row: Wit Stratten, Heinz Luegenbiehl, Hannelore Lehr. Fifth Row: 
Caroline Carvill, Pat Brophy, Heidemarie Heeter, Julia Williams. 
Middle: Frau Lehr in her second-year German Class, no doubt speaking in German. 
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The mathematics department will miss the services 
of Dr. Al Schmidt, Rose-Hulman professor for an amazing 
forty-six years of service (wow!). Other professors on leave 
were: Dr. Arbrouk (spring quarter), Dr. Berzsenyi and Dr. 
Lopez (winter and spring quarters), and Dr. Grimaldi (full 
year) . Dr. Sherman has been granted a sabbatical leave for 
winter term next academic year. Dr. Winkel has accepted a 
position as full professor of mathematics at the West Point 
Academy. 
Numerous grants have also been awarded to mem-
bers of the mathematics department. Drs. Berzsenyi and 
Carlson received two more years funding for their young 
scholars program. Dr. Bryan received funding to revamp 
the upper-division mathematical modelling course. Dr. 
Kinney received funding for the Indiana Quantitative Lit-
eracy Project. The Dr. Lopez - Dr. Danner and Dr. 
Lopez - Dr. Yoder teams have received funding for the use 
of computer algebra systems. Ors. Winkel, Kiaer, 
Klebanoff, and Fine received funding to work on developing 
complex high school calculus problems. Dr. Abrouk and 
Dr. Shibberu participated in the development of the sopho-
more integrated curriculum. 
Top (L-R): (Seated) Gary Sherman, George Ber::,senyi, Steve Carlson, Mary Lou McCullough, Yusi Shibberu, Nacer Abrouk, 
John Kinney. (Standing) Allen Broughton, Robert Lopez, Elton Gra ves, Roger Lautzenheiser, Bart Goddard, Alji-ed Schmidt, 
John Rickerl, Aaron Klebanoff; Lynn Kiaer, Brian Winkel and Kurt Bryan. 
Bottom: Dr. Rickert in his o.fj-/ce. 
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This was a busy year for 
the mechanical engineering depart-
ment, both in terms of faculty 
changes and changes to the facili-
ties and cmTiculum. The two 
noteworthy curriculum changes 
are: one senior design project will 
be a thermal design, and the 
technical communications course 
(tech comm) is now being offered 
to seniors. It is not known, how-
ever, whether or not tech comm 
will be required for juniors in the 
near future. 
The largest change in 
facilities was converting classroom 
0-203 into the new dynamics lab. 
There were several changes 
in the faculty this year, and there 
will be a few changes next year. 
The changes this year are the 
addition of Dr. Christine Buckley 
(Biomedical Engineering) and Dr. 
Ovens being on sabbabtical. Next 
year, Dr. Leland K. Shirely 
(Caterpillar), Dr. Cornwell 
(Los Alamos Laboratories), 
Dr. Purdy (Ford), and Dr. 
Sanders (Japan) will be on 
sabbatical. 
Top (L-R): Don Dekker, David Stienstra, Mike Fulk, Andy Mech, Darrell Cibso11, Vojin Nikolic, Leland Shirely, David Purdy, 
Don Morin, Mallory North, Phil Cornwell, Don Richards, Bob Steinhauser, Wayne Sanders, Tom Roper, Lee Waite, Paula 
Duggins, Alan Youngblood. 
Middle: Stay awake, Dave, this meering's not that boring. 

















Top: The Air Force ROTC slq/f 
Leff: Using prelfy colored smoke bombs duing !he fall le rm FTX on campus. Depic!ed is !he "Grenade Assaul! Course." 
Middle Righi: Golla love 1ha1 daily physical !raining. 
Bottom Righi: Cadets pUlting oul !he f ire !hey sel al Camp A11erbury during spring FTX. How many acres was ii guys ? 
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As is typical for the ROTC department, 
this year was full of many activities. The 
events done by the department this year were: 
the ice cream social, the watermelon bust, 
senior orienteering at Turkey Run Park, fall 
term FfX on campus, Batallion Organization 
Day, the fall awards ceremony, the Veterans 
Day ceremony, a staff ride at the Prairiefield 
(Kentucky) battlefield, spring term FfX at Fort 
Knox, the spring term awards parade, RIBPIN 
at Camp Atterbury, the Military Ball, and 
commissioning. Thirteen seniors will be com-
missioned in this ceremony. Nine juniors will be 
sent to Fort Bragg, in North Carolina, for an 
advanced camp. 
The staff leaving after this year are: Col. 
McMahon, Cpt. Jones, Cpt. Koenig, Master 
Sgt. Duncan, and Sgt. Fox. 
The new staff members next year will 
be SFC Falco, Major Cudney, Lt. Col. Allen, 
and Cpt. Ensey. 
p(L-R): Front Row: Peggy Grant, Lt. Col. McMahon, Barb Shaw. Second Row: Sgt. Fox, Capt. Jones, SFC Duncan. Third 
w: Cpt. Koenig, Cpt. Lefever, Cpt. Tora ffi. Not Picrured: SGM Batterson. 
iddle: ... keep sinking lowerand lower and ... 
f/om: Man, I wish I were doing homework instead. 




















The professors in the physics and applied optics 
department are expected to submit papers and give profes-
sional presentations, and students are also encouraged to do 
so. A student paper was submitted by T. Litherl (with Dr. 
Siahmakoun) for professional review. Two presentations 
were given by Jeffery Patterson at different professional 
conferences. 
Several faculty changes have taken place this year. 
Dr. Mclnerney was on special leave for a full year teaching 
in the Phillipines, Dr. Khorana was on sabbatical leave one 
third time, Dr. Western was on one-third time sabbatical to 
write a physics textbook and develop CD-ROM based 
teaching software, and Dr. Siahmakoun was on sabbatical 
fall term to research non-linear optics. 
Dan Hatten and Brian Bowman have been 
teaching full time as visiting assistant professors to 
replace professors on leave. 
Dr. Ditteon was appointed as the new 
director of the Operation Catapult program. 
Top (L- R): Back Row: Paul Mason, Jerry Wagner, Cathy Rogers, Brian Bowman, Richard Ditteon, Charles Joenathan, Caty 
Burgess, Art Western, Azad Siahmakoun. Seated: Sudipa Kirtley, Robert Bunch, Dan Hatten, Michael Moloney. 
Middle: Ourside the lab, Dr. Ditteon waits to review rhe lab results of the students ... 
Bollom: ... who are working in the lab. 
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President Samuel Hulbert 
Dr. James Eifert, Dean of Faculty Dr. Jess Lucas, Dean of Students 
Pete Gustafson, Associate Dean of Students Tom Miller, Assistant Dean of Students 
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Admissions Office: Jim Goecker (Associate Director), 
Lisa Parker (Admisssions Couselor), Timothy Prickel 
(Associate Director) , 
Brian Dyer (Associate Director), Chuck Howard 
(Dean of Admissions) 
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Linda Gilbert, Administrative 
Assistant to the President 
Diann Ringo, Administrative 
Assistant to the Dean of Faculty 
Luanne Hastings, Secretary 
Pam Hamilton (Secretary), Nancy Helsper 




Kim Jones, Secretary 
Kathy Gambill, Administrative 
Assistant 
J. Edward Detamore, Director of 
Financial Aid 
Phyllis Phegley (Secretary), Lou Harmening 
(Registrar), Sue May (Administrative Assistant) 
Menka Neil, Graduate 
Studies Secretary Roger Fecher (Vice President for 
Administration and Finance), Jeannie 
Herrin (Executive Assistant) 
Buck Brown, Dean of 
Graduate Studies 
usiness Office: Debbie Eissinger (Payroll Coordinator), Mary Lou Trego (Accountant), Kelly Henson 
(Accounts Payable), Connie Bell (Student Accounts), Jan Jerrell (Student Bank Clerk), Betty Dyer 
(Accounting), Phyllis Proctor (Adminstrative Assistant to the Controller), Rob Coons (Controller). 
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Sonnie Hill (Career Services Secretary), Bill Lindstaedt 
(Director of Career Services), Jayn ie Casey (Career 
Counselor) 
Bettie Evinger (Assistant Director of Alumni 
Affairs), Tony Wellings (Director of Alumni 
Affairs) 
Bill Sisson (Development Counsel) , Janet Newman 
(Administrative Assistant), Shirley Drake (Development 
Records and Research), Dick Boyce (Director of 
Corporate and Foundation Relations) 
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Ron Reeves (Vice President of Development) 
Nurse Erin Williams, Dr. William Bannon, 
Nurse Chery I Burgess 
Left: Dale Long (Associate Director of 
Communications), Dave Piker (Director 
of External Affairs), Donna Bums 
(Secretary), Bryan Taylor (Director of 
Publications), Darrin Bryan (Assistant 
Director of Communications and Sports 
Information Director) 
White House Development Staff 
(Right): Don Ragsdale (Executive 
Director of Development), Stan 
Hawley (Associate Director of 
Development), Teresa Goddard 
(Secretary), Billie Holechko (Secre-
tary), Carol Wetherell (Associate 
Director of Development), Phil 
Purcell (Director of Planned Giving) 
Pat Jefferies (Assistant Bookstore 
Manager), Anita Creasey (Bookstore 
Manager), Linda Gee 
Hulman Union: Irene Mitchell 
(Assistant Director of the Student 
Union and the hear no evil monkey), 
Lisa Parker (Assistant Director of 
Activities and the see no evil mon-
key), Donna Gustafson (Director of 
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Karen Pershing (Assistant Manager of 
Adrninistrati ve Services) 
Logan Library: Sondra Nelson (Administrative 
Assistant), Margaret Ying (Assistant to the 
Librarian), John Robson (Librarian) 
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Marjorie "Polly" Seamon (Art Curator) 
Steve Cox (Instructional Services Coordinator) 
Jill Greenwood (Switchboard Operator) Steve Miller (Manager of Administrative Services) 
Linda Flo Sears (Athletic Department) 
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The Computing Center: (top) Darren Peterson, Dr. A. T. Roper, Jeff Davidson, (middle) Mary Ann 
Pierce, Mike Allard, Sue Storckman, and (bottom) Nancy Bauer, Bernie Timberman, Kevin Davidson. 
Kim Miller, Annette Brainard (A nice person, but a Saint?) Jack Bagley (Print Shop Technician) 
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Building and Grounds (L-R): First Row: Howard Smith, Terri Moscan, Helen Backfish, Scotty Roy, Tony Snow, 
Cindy Wampler, Wayne Spary, Donna McAllister, Lucy Strauch. Second Row: Pat Harper, Gerald Hartsock, 
Tom Liebert, Ron Sclight, Richard Mott, Andy Baughman, Dale Lynch, Allen Donnelly . Last Row: Dean 
Murphy, Matt Pink, Bill Wineiger, Ron Hicks, Duane Strauch, Bruce Smith , Bill Lawson , Bob Morris , Harry 
Gordon. Not Pictured : Rich Alumbaugh, Howard Davies, Mike DeYylder, Linda Dewey, Frances Foster, Walt 
Ellis, Elvin Hawkins, Judy Kelley, Cindy Smith , Jerry Stamper, Tom Terry, Tom Thompson . 
Housekeeping (L-R): Seated: Bill Wilson, Dave Hamenstafer, Wally Graham, Neil Davis. Standing: 
Shirely Laughrey, Beverly Airhart, Wanda Eaton, Rosalie Swift, Pat Fields, Towanda Graham, Evelyn 
Muston, Helen Weist, Rosemary Reburger, Jack Reisinger, Jeffy Dupin. 
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52 Athletes and Arenas 
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Athletes and Arenas SJ 
CHEERLEADING 
Body Language 
After gaining varsity status for the first time in RHIT history, the Rose-Hulman cheer team made a few changes to 
the roster as only three members of the 1993-94 squad returned. However, this new group showed true talent and 
determination by winning Division III championship honors at the Americheer National Regional Competition held in 
Columbus, Ohio. Cheerleading requires strength, coordination and enthusiasm. The Rose-Hulman cheerleading 
squad exemplified all of these qualities while still managing to have fun. The members worked each week on preparing 
stunts such as "Purdue ups", throw-chairs, basket tosses, and skates for upcoming sporting events. Extra effort was 
put into performing a routine at homecoming while parents and alumni witnessed the results of the squad ' s 
determination. Next year promises to bring more excitement with the return of key members and veteran cheerleader 
Heather Carter as coach. 
Left: Put your hands in the air for the Fightin' Engineers. 
Above: Touchdowns are hard work on everyone. 
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Above Left: Ryan Shaw and Angie Napier 
cheer on their comrades. 
Above Right: Building can be an exciting 
and dangerous task. 
Left: Darren Long helps out the rest of the 
squad. 
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FOOTBALL 
Come out and Play 
The Fightin' Engineers had a record-breaking season en route to a 7-3 record (4-2 conference), and a 3rd place ICAC 
finish. Opening the season against Washington U. at Phil Brown Field, the Engineers squandered a half-time lead, losing 
31-40. The team never forgot this loss, and for the rest of the season played four full quarters of football. 
With that in mind, a number of great performances resulted . One was a 48-24 win over the highly touted Hanover 
offense in the RCA Dome. The Rose defense turned in a stellar performance highlighted by knock-them-stiff hitting 
and great secondary coverage. On the other side of the ball, the offense set a school record with 435 yards per game. 
That helped catapult the Engineers to 1st in NCAA Division III rushing offense with 330 yards/game at one point in the 
season. The Engineers ended the season 4th in Division III rushing. They were ranked as high as 24th nationally in 
Division III, and set many records, including ICAC records for rushing attempts and rushing yardage. 
Numerous individual marks were set as well. Anthony Hammack rushed for 1, 182 yards on the season, 3rd in school 
history. His career of 2,830 yards is 2nd. Eric Gappa set the record for career touchdown receptions with 9. Paul Rogers 
set the career punt return average, and is 2nd in career punt returns and career punt return yards. Jerome Williams set 
the career pass breakup record with 32. Matt Lowe is 2nd in career sacks with 17. In addition to these individual 
achievements, members of the team were selected to the ICAC All-Conference team. Most notably, on the first team 
was Coach Scott Duncan, co-coach of the year. He was joined by defensive lineman Scott Chase, fullback Anthony 
Hammack, quarterback Todd HatTis, offensive tackle Greg Rosinski, and halfback A.J. Wilkerson. Honorable Mention 
was earned by center Brandon Boone, linebacker Brian Crissman, and wide receiver Eric Gappa. 
Left: The Engineers line up against Washington University. 
Above: The 1994 Rose-Hu/man Football team. 
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Upper Left: Quarterback Todd Harris looks 
for an open man. 
Upper Right: The Engineers trot onto the 
field to begin another play. 
Bottom Left: A vanquished foe wishes that 
he had never heard of the Fightin ' Engi-
neers. 
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CROSS COUNTRY 
Long Distance Runaround 
The Engineer harriers had an inconsistent season in 1994. According to Coach Bill Welch, "We never had seven 
guys who seemed like they wanted to run." Despite its apparent indifference, Rose-Hulman's cross-country team 
chalked up three invitational wins. Each win was led by one of the three men to have led the team during the course 
of the season. At the Millikin Invitational, senior Mike Miller led the team to a narrow victory over Vincennes 
University. Junior Kenny Anderson was second overall and the first of five Engineer runners in the top ten at the 
Principia Invitational, leading to a Rose-Hulman triumph. The highlight of the Engineers ' trip to Tennessee was the 
third-place finish of Jason Long at the University of the South. The freshman's performance paced Rose-Hulman to 
the team title at the Sewanee Invitational. Long also led the team in the two following meets, which included the 
season-culminating Regionals at Alexandria, IN. Due to his efforts, Long earned the team's "Most Promising 
Underclassman Award." Among other award recipients were Mike Miller, voted "Most Outstanding Runner" and 
Kenny Anderson for "Most Improved Runner." Nate Terpstra received the "High Point Award", which takes into 
consideration a number of factors including overall performance and consistency. Next year the Engineers will return 
their two current juniors as well as the strong freshman class. This creates the potential for great improvement in the 
1995-1996 season. 
Left: The 1994 Rose-Hu/man Cross Country Team. 
Right: Junior Kenny Anderson sprints to the finish . 
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Top Left: Junior Mark Law eyes the end of the bridge. 
Top Right: Running can sometimes be a solitary experience. 
Bottom Left: Which way to the finish? 
Bottom Right: It's always good to take a break. 
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SOCCER 
Play the Game 
For the second consecutive year, the Engineer soccer team finished an impressive 4-1-1 in ICAC league play, with 
a 5-1-1 mark over the final 11 games to end the season on an up note. But coming off of an impressive 8-6-2 record 
in 1993, the Rose-Hulman soccer team anticipated a banner year in 1994. However, the season was anything but 
impressive. A brutal stretch of games to begin the season and injuries to key players took their toll on the Engineers. 
An 0-6 start during the first third of the season was made even more frustrating because of several overtime losses. 
The Engineers' first win came late in September at Marian and was quickly followed by their first conference win at 
Anderson. 
The second half of the season opened up with an overtime loss to St. Joseph 's College. Rose went 2-0 in the ICAC 
with a victory over Hanover before losing two hard-fought contests in New England against M.I.T. and Colby-Sawyer 
College. Upon the Engineers' return, they suffered their only ICAC loss to DePauw. A victory over Wabash, a win 
at Franklin, and an overtime tie at Manchester completed the up and down season. 
Juniors Gabe Ferland and Robb McGhie were named to the All-ICAC first team for the third year in a row. Ferland 
set the school's all-time scoring record with the 3211 d of his career in the win over Wabash. He finished the season 
with 10 goals and 6 assists to lead the team. 
Tough lessons will be learned from the disappointments of 1994. We cannot assume one successful season will 
lead to another successful season and we must realize that one bad season does not translate into another bad season. 
The steps taken before the 1995 season will determine the future level of success. We are students, and we are students 
of the game, and school is now in session. 
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Opposite Page Left: The Keeper leaps to make a great 
save. 
Opposite Page Right: Ball control is essential if you want to 
get the ball to an open man. 
Top Left: If all else fails, using your head is always an option 
for moving the ball downfield. 
Top Right: Keeping the ball away from the other team can 
involve many different methods. 
Left: Keep-away is a large part of being a good soccer 
player. 
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BASKETBALL 
Shoot to Thri ll 
The Engineers finished third in the ICAC with a 7-5 record (15-10 overall), the highest finish ever in Rose-
Hulman's five years in the league. The team was also ranked among the top eight teams in the NCAA Division Ill's 
Midwest Region for almost the entire season, and nan·owly missed the opportunity to play in their first NCAA 
tournament since 1988-89. 
First-year head coach Jim Shaw completed the best turnaround ever by a Rose-Hulman first-year basketball coach. 
The Engineers were five games better than their 10-15 record of 1993-94. Shaw's efforts earned him the head 
coaching position for the 1995-96 season as well. 
The 1994-95 season was one full of firsts . Rose-Hulman defeated Franklin College at Franklin for the first time 
in modern history. Rose defeated Wabash, DePauw, and Franklin twice, the first time that the Engineers have 
accomplished that feat in one season. Defense caITied the team to the #1 spot in NCAA Division III scoring defense 
during one point in the season, and Rose wound up seventh in that category by allowing just 62 points per game. 
One of the season's highlights was not even a win, but a two-point last second loss to league opponent Manchester 
on the Spartans ' home court. Manchester went on to finish second in the NCAA Di vision III National Championship 
Tournament with a 30-1 record. 
Junior guards Kiley Gwaltney and Zack Johnson led the team in every category, and were honored by the league 
as all-conference selections and on a larger scale, as All-Midwest Region selections. Also adding to the team's honors, 
junior center Jason Kear was an honorable mention all-ICAC pick. 
Next year promises to be just as good, with only three seniors graduating from the 1994-95 squad, including four-
year letterman and starting forward Chris Wheatley. The other two senior members of the squad won the team's two 
individual awards. Guard Jason Bork won the Coaches' Award and guard Shawn Kaser won the Teammate Award. 
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Opposite Page Left: The Rose cagers huddle to-
gether before going back onto the court. 
Opposite Page Right: Benji Glass looks for an open 
man through the double-team. 
Top Left: Junior Kiley Gwaltney looks for the basket 
as he goes over the defense. 
Top Right: David Moore tries to keep the ball with the 
offense. 
Left: Chris Wheatley waits for the offense to set up. 
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SWIMMING 
Smoke on the Water 
The Rose-Hulman Swimming Team started its season 
with 17 men, its largest turnout to date. With 6,000-yard 
practices lasting most of the year, the swimmers spent a lot of 
time in the water, spending their evenings at the Ten-e Haute 
North High School pool, training under the guidance and skill 
of Coach Randy Jensen and Assistant Coach Wes Walker. 
Through fund-raising events and teaching swim lessons, the 
team financed a training session in Florida. The Rose 
swimmers jogged about 6 miles daily, with a peak of7 .5 miles 
toward the end of the week. Led by freshmen Eric Panhorst 
and Jeff Somers, ten rookies joined the ranks. Both Panhorst 
and Somers qualified for finals competition at the season's 
pinnacle meet, the Liberal Arts Invitational at DePauw. Eric 
qualified in both the 100 and 200 Backstrokes, while Jeff 
qualified in the 1650 Freestyle. 
Seven upperclassmen returned for the 1994-95 season. 
Juniors Aaron Lindsey, Captain Mike Rubin , and Todd 
Smaka led the swimmers through a long season. Both 
Lindsey and Smaka qualified for the maximum three finals 
events at DePauw. Aaron competed in the 200 and 400 
Individual Medleys and in the 100 Breaststroke, earning the 
Engineers the most points. Todd competed in the 100 and 
200 Breast and in the 400 Individual Medley. Mike Rubin 
qualified in the 100 and 200 Backstrokes. 
Next year, the team will lose the contribution of their first 
four-year letter winner Sean McPeak. Seniors Joe Barz and 
Chris Hintz will also graduate at the end of the year. 
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Top: Freshman Jason Audley cheers the team on. 
Above: A quick start can make the difference. 
Left: Getting extension is critical. 
WRESTLING 
Get in the Ring 
The Rose-Hulman Grapplin' Engineers , under the direc-
tion of Head Coach Mark Bu ti, finished another successful 
season. Leading the team were senior stars Jim and Joe 
Labbe, who led the team in pins and takedowns, respec-
tively, and were also co-awarded the coveted "Hardest 
Worker" award for their efforts both on and off-season. 
Sophomore standout Andy Horton had a stellar start, but 
was plagued by injuries as the season progressed. Other 
returning lettermen included senior Eric Teitsma and junior 
John Goodhue who turned in solid performances. Freshmen 
wrestlers included Brandon McMurtray , Jason Riddle, 
Andy Schwandt, and Robert Volz who all lettered. 
Competition was fierce all season long, as the Engineers 
faced tough competition from every division. The team 
placed third at the conference meet, behind Wabash and a 
tough Manchester team. 
Many people aided in the wrestlers' success. Trainer 
Mike Deidt attended to many injuries throughout the sea-
son, former ISU wrestler Greg Archer voluntarily assisted 
in coaching the engineers, and last, but not least, the great 
number of wrestling fanatics who accompanied the Engi-
neers to their meets and tournaments. It was the greatest 
ever Rose-Hulman wrestling following. 
Top: Getting out of a hold is just as important as 
getting your opponent into one. 
Above: With the right moves, getting a pin looks 
easy. 
Left: The only problem with trying to win is that the 
other guy always resists. 
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BASEBALL 
Bring me Horne 
The 1995 Rose-Hulman baseball team accomplished something that no other Engineer athletic team has ever 
done - they won an outright Indiana Collegiate Athletic Conference title. 
Head coach Jeff Jenkins' squad took a 19-20 record and a fourth-place seed (7-5 in the conference, tied for third 
in regular season) into the four-team conference tournament, but swept through the ICAC tournament in three 
straight games to lay claim to the league trophy. 
Seniors Aaron Junkersfeld, Alan Eller, and Bryan Mary an were a big part of the Engineers' success. Rose-Hulman 
was a perfect 4-0 against regular-season league champ Anderson University, including two wins over AU in the 
tournament on the Ravens' home field. 
Junkersfeld, who hit .362 and played right field, and sophomore Eric Tryon (6-3, 1.89 ERA) were All-Mideast 
Region selections, and Junkersfeld was also named to the GTE Academic All-District Team. Junkersfield, Tryon, 
Eller and third baseman Clinton Hiatt were all named first team all-conference in the ICAC. Maryan was an honorable 
mention all-league selection. 
The Engineers hope to carry their success on to next year despite the loss of several key seniors. They also hope 
to bring the league trophy home as ICAC champions again at the end of next year. 
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Opposite Page Left: Running to the mound is a routine 
part of the game for the catcher. 
Opposite Page Right: Here comes the pitch! 
Above Left: Fielding is a skill that needs to be mastered. 
Above Right: The batter steps into the pitch. 
Left: The team is always there to congratulate or console 
after a play. 
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INTRAMURALS 
Come as you are 
Rose-Hulman intramurals had another 
great year in 1994-95. There were many 
different intramural leagues to please the 
sports fan in everybody. Intramurals gave 
Rose students a chance to get away from the 
normal grind of daily life here at Rose. IM's 
also gave people a chance to blow off a little 
steam when the frustration and stress got to be 
a bit too much. 
Upper Right: Chad Minor takes the ball in JM soccer. 
Bottom Left: JM football teams line up for another play. 
Bottom Right: Blocking is essential in volleyball. 
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RIFLE 
Hold Your Fire 
The Rose-Hulman rifle team placed 22"d in the nation 
among all NCAA teams in the final poll for the season. This 
year's team performed exceptionally, considering the lack 
ofleadership at the beginning of the season and large budget 
cuts. The team was able to fire in only 7 matches the entire 
season, yet 3 shooters fired over 1100 out of 1200 at the 
NCAA Sectional match, which is the first time this has 
happened in at least 12 years. 
The team also placed third in the Western Intercollegiate 
Rifle Conference Championship ahead of Ohio University, 
the University of Akron, and Purdue. The conference fires 
4 postal matches during the season and fires shoulder to 
shoulder for the championship match which was held at 
Purdue this year. 
Leading the squad this year were sophomores Mark 
Fields and Parke Lucas and junior Todd Trimble. Also 
contributing were sophomore Chris Gunter and freshman 
Byron Shea. Since the team isn ' t losing anyone, it should 
have a good chance at an outstanding season and breaking 
some long-standing school records next year. 
Top: Sophomore Parke Lucas takes his aim. 
Above: The 1994-95 Rose Rifle Team. 
Left: Byron Shea and Todd Trimble shoot 
shoulder to shoulder. 
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TRACK & FIELD 
Running on Empty 
The 1995 track season proved to be surprisingly successful for the Engineers. After losing some 
key seniors, Rose-Hulman was able to replace them and strengthen its distance squad with a number 
of talented freshmen. The return of junior Jerome Williams from injury also improved the Engineers' 
sprinting strength. Unfortunately, he was unable to complete the season before injuries sidelined 
him once more. When he was running, Williams was joined by freshmen Arvont Hill and Tony 
Hinkle as well as junior anchor John Welliver to form a formidable 4x100 relay team. In the season-
culminating conference meet, the 4x100 and 4x400 relay teams provided Rose-Hulman with two 
third-place finishes. First-year runner,junior Eric Gappa, filled in for Williams on the scoring 4x100 
team. Other scoring performances included three ICAC Champions: Ryan Loftus (pole vault), Troy 
Ricklefs (hammer) and Greg Rosinski (shot put). Rose-Hulman scored twice in the discus with 
Clinton Sharp fifth and Nathan Subbert fourth . Mark Wolfe rounded out the field event scoring with 
third place in the javelin. On the track, Hill posted a fourth in the 100 and Hinkle added a fifth in 
the 200 to their scoring contribution. Dave Sandquist successfully defended his third-place finish 
in the 800. The Engineers' scoring also included a fourth in the 3000 steeplechase contributed by 
Mike Miller. Rose finished 3rd overall at the meet behind Anderson and Wabash. 
Mike Brown was honored as co-recipient of the Ruel Fox Burns Senior Blanket Award. Brown 
qualified for the Division III Nationals in the pole vault four times, including the 1995 indoor season. 
After being named All-American twice during his career, Brown did not compete at nationals this 
year due to a back injury. Other noteworthy achievements during 1995 included more than 40 
personal bests among all athletes. Awards for most valuable athlete went to Tony Hinkle and Jerome 
Williams for sprints, Troy Ricklefs for field events, and Dave Sandquist and Mike Miller for the 
distance group. Losing only three seniors next year, the Engineers will look to improve on the 
successes of 1995. 
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Opposite Page Left: Senior Matt Likes 
runs the steeplechase. 
Opposite Page Right: Freshman Jason 
Long leads the pack to the finish. 
Above Left: Clearing the pole is not as 
easy as it seems. 
Above Right: Junior Ken Anderson strides 
towards the finish . 
Left: When exchanging the baton, you 
should be careful of your partner. 
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TENNIS 
Gaining Momentum 
The Rose-Hulman tennis team was 6-9 in 1995 and fi nished 
sixth at the ICAC Conference Championships at the India-
napolis Tennis Center. 
No. 1 singles player, Jose Penaloza, had another ten-ific 
year, posting a 20-3 record. Penaloza also won the singles title 
at the Rockford Rusty Gates Invitational. Sophomore Ryo 
Fuchinoue was 8-8, primarily playing No. 5 singles. The 
doubles team of Fuchinoue and junior Karl Ammerman was 
6-4 as No. 1 doubles . Seniors Brian Brown and Son Cao were 
named Academic All-District players by the Tennis Coaches 
Association of America. 
Head Coach Dan Hopkins presented team awards to the 
following players: MVP - Jose Penaloza; Best Singles - Ryo 
Fuchinoue; Most Improved Season - Ryan Easterhaus; Most 
Improved Year - Jason Reese; Best Doubles Team - Karl 
Ammerman & Ryan Easterhaus; Coach 's Award - Brian 
Brown; and Rookie of the Year - Chris Bedwell. 
Top: A good serve is essential to winning. 
Left: Waiting for the return can be tense. 
Above: Always keep your eye on the ball. 
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GOLF 
Hole Hearted 
The 1994-95 Rose-Hulman golf team saw 
many new things this season. The most recogniz-
able of which was the NCAA Division III Men's 
National Championships held at Hulman Links. It 
was the first time that Rose had the opportunity to 
host such an event, bringing honor both to the 
Institute and the city of Terre Haute. 
As far as the actual team went, scoring im-
proved as a whole over last year's squad, and the 
squad had one all-conference member: sophomore 
Jason Boone. The team expects to improve again 
next year because they were comprised of several 
freshmen , two sophomores, two juniors, and only 
one senior. Coach Schrage looks forward to the 
fall season in which he will implement a more 
rigorous training program than in recent years. 
Top: Freshman Brad Bailey tries to get out of the sand. 
Above: Sophomore Mike Lockwood drives to the green. 
Left: Sophomore Jason Boone watches his drive. 
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RESULTS 
Don't Let it End Football Overall: 7-3 
ICAC: 4-2 
The season has ended Rose Qn!L 
and practices are done. 31 Washington U. 40 
The games have been played, 38 Greenville 25 
the races been run. 37 U. of the South 14 
But wait, they'll be back 17 Anderson 7 
when the new season's nigh, 
36 Manchester 35 
to meet the new faces 43 DePauw 16 
from foes far and wide. 34 Franklin 39 
And who'll make them shiver 48 Hanover 24 
and drive them to tears? 0 Wabash 10 
Those men at Rose-Hulman, 29 U. of Chicago 20 
the Fightin' Engineers. 
Soccer 
Overall: 5-11 -1 
ICAC: 4-1-1 
Rose Qn!L 
4 Gustavus Adolphus 9 
3 Kalamazoo 5 
0 Albion 3 
5 Earlham 7 
3 U. of the South 7 
1 Taylor 3 
2 Marion College 1 
2 Anderson 1 
3 St. Joseph's 4 
2 Wilmington 6 
3 Hanover 0 
1 MIT 3 
1 Colby-Sawyer 3 
1 DePauw 7 
5 Wabash 0 
4 Franklin 0 
2 Manchester 2 












1st of 5 
Won: 20-43 
1st of 9 
Lost: 24-32 
1st of 5 
28thof31 
































Ferrum College 77 
Augsburg College 56 
Centre 53 
Blackburn College 45 
Illinois Wesleyan 68 
Whittier 70 
Defiance 52 
Earlham College 42 
Centre 43 
Colorado School of Mines 74 
Augustana 57 













Franklin (ICAC Toum.) 66 



























































































































Anderson (ICAC Tourney) · 2 
Hanover (ICAC Tourney) 3 
Anderson (ICAC Tourney) 7 
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Track 
Indoor Season 
Vincennes Lost: 56-93 
Little State Invitational 3rd of 3 
Outdoor Season 
Wabash Lost: 105-53 




Knox Prairie Fire Classic 
R-H Midwest Classic 
6th Place 
9th Place 
l l th Place 
15th Place 
Central Indiana Invitational 12th Place 
ICAC Championship 6th Place 







Liberal Arts Invitational 
3rd of 3 
Lost: 156-40 
Won: 118-59 
2nd of 3 
Lost: 172-58 
7th of 12 








































































































New Haven, IN 
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Mark Calder 
Computer Science 































































































































John G. Howard 
Mechanical Engineering 
















Sean Mc Peak 
Electrical Engineering 









Fort Collins, CO 
Jonathan Rich 
Mechanical Engineering 
























































Scott E. States 
Chemical Engineering 
























Bern die Strassner 
Electrical Engineering 
Houston, TX 


















TeITe Haute, IN 
Dale Wilt 
Che mis tty 
Mt. Pleasant, IA 
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Juniors 

























John A. Finitzer 

















Front row, le ft to right : Mi chael Rubin , Ryan 
Yande Water Second row: Jay Berhe isel, Jereme 
Greenblott , Jesse French, Jerry Mered ith , Matt 
Economou, Chris Irwin , Scott Hicks, Marc Cw ik, 
Darre l Addington, and Nathaniel Hac kett . T hird 
row: Chad VanFleet, Chris Krapfl , Mike Gorbet! , 
Matt Me iser, Troy Leutz, Kev in Gaither, Mark 
Boddy, Billy Hammond , Joe Barz, Bri an Shi vers , 
G reg Kriehn , Je ff Kwok, Mike Dominick, John 
Kno ll , Bri an Chapman, and Je ff Gabbard . Fourth 
row: Rob Rock, Austin Ashby, Stace Stolzfus, 
Dan iel Shook, Matt Frank, Age Tabi on, Mike 
VanG ilder, Jamie We ller, Carl Hartman, Bryan 
Morri son, Matt Me iser, John Finitzer, and Kelly 
Orr. Back Row : Jason Shaefer, G len Eckert, John 
Wull iver, Wes DuBo is, Stuart Busby, Michael 
We inhammer, Joel G illespie, Ethan 













Jason R. Madison 
Troy Madlen 
Masood Makkar 
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Sophomores 
Class of 1997 
Darrell Addington 
Lucas Amodio 


















94 Seniors and Understudies 
Andrew Denlinger 
Wade Dexter 















Floor and seated: Scott Monroe, Adam 
Staley , Ryan Brashear, Joe l Jansen, Joe 
Adam, G illigan Widmer, Brett Jones, Je ff 
Hall , Josh Geary, Stephen Scott Kuester, 
Tony Hinkle , Tim Sherrill , and Leonard C lark. 
Standing : Rob Shie lds, Sly Dave Choinski , 
Jed Husker, Matt Dinovo, Dave Hile, C linton 
G. Galbraith , Andy Hoffa, Bryan Whitse ll , 
DetlefBre itling, Brian Finch, Jared Corne lius, 
Je ff Nord, Mike Edwards, Rob Zembrodt, 
Brady Wale, Michae l Bickne ll , Chris 
Chappe low, Mark Lancaster, Nate Terpstra, 
Bruce Deker, Dav id Rauhut, Eric 
Kunnemann , and Jason Feurgeson. 























Shawn D. Leonard 
William Lewis 










Scott Mc Donald 
Seth Mc Elhinney 
Sean Mc Guffie 
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Mike Riley 
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Cliarfes 'E. 'Estep 
In Memoriam 
Christopher P. 'Venturini 
{Curfey) 
Steven :Jvf. 'l(aye 
Life is anel(_tremelyva[ua6fegijtwhicheveryone taf(es forgranterf, unti[someonedose to us passes 
on. 'This acarfemic year, 1994-95, the 1?.pse-Jf u[man community, anrf family anrf frienrfs facer£ the [oss 
of Charfes 'Estep, Cudey Venturini, anrfSteven'l(aye. 'They harf 6eenenro[ferf at!l(ose-Jf u[man for only a 
short time, 6ut harf marfe manyf rienrfships anrf impressions. 'We, the 1?.pse-Jf u[mancommunity wi[[ truly 
miss them. It is to their memory that this page is rferficaterf. 
Charfes 'E. 'Estep passer£ away onSeptem6er 30, 1994. Charfes was fromSpencer, Inaiana, 
anrf grarfuaterf from Owen Va[fey JlighSchoo[ Charfes was a four-year mem6er of the highschoo[ 
marching 6anrf, anrf a three-year mem6er of the acarfemic Sup er 'Bow[ team. Cha des was afso very 
invo[verf in community service (S turf en ts 'Towarrf 'Environmenta[Peace). 5"-t 1?.pse-Jf u[man, he p[ayerf 
trom6one for the pep 6anrf. 
ChristopherP. Venturini was f(nown as "Cudey" 6y those who !(new him. Jfe rfierf on 
'J{pvem6er 19, 1994. Curfey was from 'Woorf6rirfge, Virginia. 'Whife a sturfent at the 'Thomas 
JeffersonJfighSchooifor Science anrf'Technowgy in5'l[el(_anrfria, Virginia, Curfeywas a four-year 
mem6er of the Chess C[u6, a mem6er of the computer team, efectronics du6, anrf he p[ayerf foot6a[[ anrf 
tracf;, Jfe was the sturfent manager of the 1?.pse-Jf u[man foot6a[[ team. Cur fey was active on his j[oor, 
anrf pfayerf I'Jvf foot6a[fonrf vo[fey6a[[ 
Steven 'Jvf. 'l(aye passer£ away on 'J{pvem6er 27, 1994. Jfe was from 'Jvft. Prospect, J[[i.nois, 
anrf attenrferfSt. Viator JlighSchoo[inYlrrungtonJfeights, J[[i.nois. 5"-tSt. Viator, Steven was a four-
year mem6er of the hockf?,y du6, ·a mem6er of sturfent council anrf a f oot6a[[ p[ayer. Steven was a 
mem6er of the 'T riangfe J" raternity p ferfge dass at 1?.pse-Jf u[man anrf was in charge of the p ferfge f orma[ 
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* ISU Consortium Student 
Deming 3 
Front row, leftto right: Kevin Stiner, 
Tony Erwin, Brian Gunn, Scott Allen, 
Justin Guerin, Cluis Vogel, Jeff Smith, 
Ed Kralik, Geoff Lowe, and Jason 
Reinbold. 
Back row, left to right: Ryan Callahan, 
Mitch Dengler, Micah Gliedt, Matt 
Townsend, Matt Erbele, and Kris 
Berkeli. 
102 Seniors and Understudies 
B-S-B 1 
First row, from left to right: M.J. 
Kratoska, Matt Adams, Juan C. Torrez, 
Craig Miesse, Erik Hayes, Eric Baer, 
and Chad Ducey. 
Second row: Andy Cottongim, Craig R. 
Rice, Dan Pattridge, Colin Colaco, Brian 
Bajgrowicz, Philip Stevens, Miguel Paz, 
Jeremy Watson , Mike Goble, and Alan 
Fletcher. 
Third Row: Aaron White, Eric Blic, 
Michael Grogg, Brad Garrett, Steve 
Miller, Thad, Marc Robert, Eric Van, 
Bob Roudebush, Jason Thompson, 
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Andrea Heim * 





* ISU Consortium Student 
B-S-B 3 
First row. left to right : Jason Klug, Chad Grey. 
Ozgur "Pumpki n King" Ozkaya. Aaron 
"Twizzler" Trisler. and Henry Weeks Heist. 
Second row: Corey Lytle, Mike "G il by" Ernst, 
Tim Wuestefeld , Mic hael "Tater" Ec kman, John 
Haloran. Shawn Go lden. Jeremy Shuter, Joshua 
Duzah, and Chad Mobley. Third row: Eri c 
Stinsen, Eric "Rich" Herren, Chri s Swinefurth . 
Chris "Curley" Venturini . Chri s Jackson, Alvin 
Bennet. Ray mond Engli sh. and Scott "Razor" 
Retig. Fourth row: Wade Kain , Nathan "Nate 
Dog" Jenngis, Sam Jackson, Mark Strayer. Jesse 
Samm, John Gray. Lee Reitz. Matt Simms, and 
Jeremiah Porter. Fifth row: Darren Tay ler, Jason 
Audley, Nathan Floyd. Greg Rossi, Joshua 
Frigmansk i, John Roz maryan. Matthew 
"Miss issippi " Vi ncent , and Byron Shea. 
104 Seniors and Understudies 
Speed 
Front row, left to ri ght: Jon Seib. Justin Gillie, 
Chris Ril ey, Todd Pombert , Pete Papavas il ou. 
and Scott Obrien. Second row: John Deselem, 
Darin Lutz, Arvont Hill , Rocky Dominick, 
Shaw n Lawson, Jon Speer, Ryan Mrozinske, and 
Wilfred Vi vo. Third row: Mark Query, Chri s 
Dolphy, Paul Ackenbrandt, Curt Cra ig, Tom Hill , 
Ben Brown. Fourth Row: Ed Ward , Vincent 
Maglio, C. W. Hin kle, Rimas, Mike Garri son, 
Jason Hatfi eld, Shaw n Berry, Dan Prentice, Don 
Li vingstone, Phil White, Chris Bice, and Chri s 
Bedwell. Not pictured: Kem Bye, Ryan Loftu s, 
Hans Riller, Chad Minor, Seth Wurtzel, Troy 
Harriman, Derek Snell , Chri s Meyer, Kev in 





























































Amy Ott * 
Michael Pape 
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Matthew St. Lawrence 
David Stanley 












Michelle Thomas * 
Jason Thompson 
Aaron Trisler 
* ISU Consortium Students 
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David W arrnuth 
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112 Activities and Involvements 
Above: Eric Hansen promotes Glee Club. 
Below: A lpha Phi Omega is a good service fraternity . 
Leji: The Solar Phantom looks for more vo lunteers. 
Below: A ndy Nuxoll looks for Quarterly help. 
·:. 
tt• . 
One of the models sits on a module of Mill Creek on the 
north side of Terre Haute. 
Below: Brook TaIT, Dave Rauhut, John Havron, and Rob 
Zembrodt set things up at the National Model Rail road 
Assoc iation train show in Terre Haute. Not shown: Scott 












Back row, leP to right: Pete Powers, Barry Farbrother, Derek 
Snell. 
Third row: Mike Olson, Andy Engle. 
Second row: Jee Su Chang, Mike Ley, Katrin Enge l. 
Front row: Seer. Michael Lensi, Pres. Darin Lutz, and V.P. 
Juergen Spielvogel. 
114 Activities and Involvements 
Back row, left to right: Fr. Martin Day, Jason Stamp, Rob 
Ekl, Andy Denlinger, Ernie Snider, Jason Schaefer. 
Front row: Ryan VandeWater, Fr. Mike Zahorchak, Matt 
Birck, and Ryan Eichstadt. 
Left to right: Mike, Aaron (P.R.), Kev in (Pres.), Carl (Y. P.), 












Back row, le.ft ro right: Jon Kraft, Aquaman, Scott Safer, 
Justin Guerin, Mike Rubin , Joachim Kross, Ben Knolle. 
Second row: Jeff Kwok, Juergen Spielvogel , Scott Lewis, 
Chri s Vogel, Lutz Buerkle, Joe Barz. 
Front row: Gerd Klose, Katrin Engel, Sean McPeak, Dan 
Barmes, Ri ck Dav is, and Scott Condon. 
Right: A full shotgun range makes for a dangerous 
location for clay pigeons. 
Below: Don Brannon discusses firearms safety and 
his range rules before an enjoyable shooting day. 
116 Activities and Involvements 
Back row, left to right: Matt Townsend , Carl Fuhrmann , Sean Lockhart , 
Dav id Wallace, Greg Williby, Dean Se lli s. 
Front row: Micah Gliedt, Craig Cutforth , Mike Bicke l, and Ben Hochstedler. 
Not Pictured: Eric Collins, Mitch Dengler, Dave Hile, Ben Huguenard, Thad 
Fineran , Tony Lowe, Craig Lyjak, Rick Mohr, Tyson Patterson, Don Perry, 
Jeff Ramsey, David Stanley, Brian Weber, and Mark Zolman. 
Back row, left to right: Brandon Wilhite, Jason Thompson, 
Scott Ross, Eri c Greene, Ryan Conne ll y. 
Front row: Craig Keim, Y.P. Adrian Tabion, Pres. Michael 
Dean, and Mark Calder. 
Not pictured : Joe Barz, Brian Bajgrowicz, Jason Boone, Ben 
Byers, Danie l Cooprider, Rob Ekl , Mike Freese, Michae l 
Grogg, Michae l Gorbet! , Lige Hensley, Vladimir Krylov, 
Anthony Lowe, Greg Marc iniak , Matt Stremler, and 



















118 Activities and Involvements 
Drama Club members, in no particular 
order: 
Advisor Bunny Nash, Ryan Mrozinsk i, Kate 
Seibert, Frank Pfe iffer, Shawn Eads, Clay 
Wulliman, Greg Stump, Wes DuBois, 
Scott Thomas, Jeff Ha ll , Garri Knez-
Michaels , Donnie Beene, Greg Hawk ins, 
Dan Czuba, Eric Hansen, Tim Beery, 
Mark Thompson, Ed Ward , Justin 
G uerin, Michael Mahan, Ryan Scherle, 
Brian Jedlicka, Richard Copeland , Jerry 
Montgomery, Chuck Spivey, Courtney 
Pareis, Mike Bickel , Mike Garbett , Glen 
Eckart, Greg Jarboe, Fred Schurger, Todd 
Trimble, Karen Buell , Tracy Pruitt, 
Melissa Henry, Angela Canada, Mike 
Ley, Diane Carmichael , Jenny 
Marschand, Andy Zehnder, Tara Blair, 
Rebecca Bell Boyd, Jodie Fox, Bradley 
Town, Jason Miner, Kris Dunn, Lucas 
Bowser, Eric Buscher, Parke Lucas, Jacob 
Borden, Miranda Crispin, Chri s 
Cunningham, Tammy Emmert, Amanda 
Jackson, Michele Kreskai , Mari a Theisz, 
Ke ll y Wilson , Jeff Bounsall , Deb 
Goecker, Ken Stidel, Julie Mitre, Chris 
Retti g, Brian Blair, Duncan Burris, 
Jordan Burris, Amanda Flamion, 
Daemeon Henry, Peggy Apgar, Joe 
Chowning, Matthew Cole, Eli zabeth 
Farlin , Theresa Haverkamp, and Chad 
Cotton. 
Le.ff: Joseph's brothers fini shing "There's One More Angel 
in Heaven" for Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor 
Dreamcoat. 
Below: The cast of A Few Good Men. 
The Band also performs off the court. 
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120 Activities and Involvements 
Back row, left to right: Ken Hanley , Nathan Padgett, Scott 
Root, Ashvin Lad, Mark Winterheimer, Chris Vogel , 
James Kanicky . 
Third row: Mark Zolman, Gregg Gordon, Tony Miller, Brian 
Miesse, Dr. B., Erich Leonhardt, Erik Roggeman , Terry 
Deak, Leonard Clark. 
Second row: Chris Kophler, Andy Denlinger, Tim Pletcher, 
T. Mike Finney, Terry Patcheak, Carl Hartmann, Wes 
DuBois, Kevin Gaither, B. Flaherty . 
Front row: M. Scott O'Brien (Seer.), Joe Graves (V .P. ), Scott 
Kuester (Treas.), and Ed Kralik (Pres.). 
Chuck Miles, former CBS Records recruiter, along with 
Shirley Richardson and Steven Jones, di scuss their 
experiences with affirmative action . This dicussion took 
place as part of the observance of Martin Luther King's 
birthday. NSBE was a co-sponsor of the event. 
BOTTOM: The Rose-Hu/man ASCE chapter. 
Back row, standing, le.fi to right: Brian Shattuck, Pat 
Goodwin , Chri s Wheatley , Adrian Reid, Steven King. 
Third row: Eric Panhorst, Chris Capshaw, Ron Mongell , 
Brian Desharnais. 
Second row: Steve Ruble, Craig Martin , Michael Bickel , 
John Havron , Jim Czarnik, Phil Gralik. 
Front row: Dr. C. Lobo, Christian Colvin, Nathan Miller, 
Jim Jacob i, Kerry Phi lli ps, and Adam Lamb. 







New Initiates, in no particular order: Karl Ammerman, 
Dav id Bede!, Jason Bo rk , Son T. Cao, Mitch Deng ler, 
John Estes, Matt Fie sncr, Je ff Hall , David Wahman, 
Todd Smaka, Shannon Roehrich, Kurt Ri ggenbac h, 
Arik Quam, W. Scott Allen, Masood Makkar, Mark 
Law, Jonathan Podmore, Jerry [ngram, Jeffrey S. 
Wrana, and Eric J . Hansen. 
Back ro w, le.fi to right: Kurt Brinkman, Denni s Kirkl and , John Ri edeman, 
Paul Rogers. 
Eighth row: Je ff Hall , Scott Burwinke l, Ron Reeves. 
Seventh row: Crai g C utforth , Geoff Lowe, Keegan Ire land . 
Sixth row: Todd Smaka, Mike Rubin, Bri an Gill ey. 
Fifth row: Adam Jacob, Mark Law, Bryan Bowman, Ryan O'Day. 
Fourth Row: James Jacobi , Joe Wende l, Breck Schmidlkofer, Dan 
Yo nDie lingen. 
Third row: Brian Hoaglan, Tim Boyd, Mark Sauerburger, Phillip Stolz. 
Second row: Bre nt Mutti , Eric Te itsma, Daryn Crumrin . 
Front row: Ryan Shoemaker, Willi am Dart, So n Cao, Brian Maryan, and 
Dav id Seager. 
122 Activities and Involvements 
In no particular order: Karen DeGrange (Adv isor ), Gideon Aung, Xu Xiaofeng, Yuan Jin , Chandra 
Kakani , Ning Ji ang , Liewei Bao, Guangxin Liu , Foo Hooi Lee, Mingx ia Cheng, Xinxin Tang, Danlin 
Xiang, Ting Peng, Qixin Zuo, Shuyou Chen, Yidong Li , Yu-kang Ku , Clyde Colaco, Colin Colaco, 
Ad ri ano Silva, Navin Moonesinghe, Ozgur Ozkaya, Surat lntasang, and Masood Makkar. 
In no particular order: Gerd Kl ose, Vladimir Krylov , Lutz Buerkle, Joern Beschnidt, Milko Radoti c, 
Nand ini Acharya, Alexander Sohmer, Joerg Wiedmann , Juergen Spielvogel, Joachim Kross, Detlef 
Breitling, Katrin Engel, Xuejing Gao, Guosen Zhang, Shaojing Guo, Arunas Nesavas, Kathleen Knabe, 
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124 Activities and Involvements 
Thad Mead is really work ing hard during the 
RH A - SAB Spring Carni va l. 
BELOW: Back row, left to right: Sam Jackson, Jeremy 
Finemer, Rick Mohr, John Weil. 
Second row: Jeff Smith, Joe Lee, Skip Franklin, Ozgur 
Ozkaya, Thad Mead, Jeff Pontius , Chad Crull. 
Front row: Pete Gustafson, Ryan YandeWater, John 
Rozmaryn, Thad Fineran, and Scott Safer. 
You've got to fee l sorry fo r those at the bottom 
during the halftime mattress piling con test! 
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BELOW: Back ro w. left to right: fohn Fussner, Gregory Rossi, Ben Jackson, Lev i gas Night 
Barclay, Fred Schurger, Todd Trimble, C lmt Rusk, Dan Re n111 e, Dung Duong. · 
Fron t row, left to right: Mike Poi, Brett Jones , Dan McWhorter, Dusti n Janes, Scott 
Allen, Lisa Parker, and Donna G ustafson. 
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Back row, left to right: Tony Ragucci , Jason Yadas, Tony 
Miller, Larry Tooley, Matt Adams, J Masc is, Aaron 
Trisler, M. J. Kratoska, Alan Lucas, Chad Macy. 
Third row: Craig Rice, Charlie Ratz, Tom Birch, Dav id 
Stanley, Jeremy Newton , Peter Shadi x, Craig Cutforth , 
Darryl Waters, Matthew Erbele, Erich Leonhardt. 
Second row: Ben Jackson, Jeremy Thompson, Brian 
Jedlicka, Sean McGuffie, Ryan Ri zzo, Mike Ley, Ryan 
Leigland, Scott Loughmi ller, Eric Stinson, Jeff Ready. 
Front row: Scott Monroe, Parker Gibson , Tony Lowe, Jason 
Chaneske, Jason Stamp, Greg Busse, Frank Pfeiffer, Paul 
Ankenbrand, and Ed Kralik. 
w 
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T 
k 
The Thorn staff, re lax ing 
by the hearth in the 
office. 
Back row, standing, left to 
right: Ben Jackson , 
Adriano Silva, Joel 
Gillespie, Dav id Hile, 
Chri s Dolphy, Scott 
Allen , Frank Pfeiffer, 
James Mann. 
Front row, kneeling, left 
to right: Chad Zigler, 
Kev in Gaither, Steven 
Willi ams, Thomas 
Hill , Paul Sigler, Doug 
Ihrig, and Dave Piker. 
Not Pictured: Chip 
Bradway, Brett Jones, 
Tony Miller, Edward 
Hatfield , Kieth Shoup, 
Jeff Nord, Nate 
Terpstra, Greg Rossi, 
Greg Hawkins, and 
Mike Miller. 
128 Activities and Involvements 
Erich Leonhardt examines the yearbook during 
the Acti vities Fair. 
BOTTOM : The staff takes a nap. 
Back row, sillin.g, leji to right: Matt Flessner, Brad North , 
Scott Thomas, Aaron Trisler, Bryan Tay lor. 
Middle row: Adam Staley, Jay me Moore, Migue l Paz. 
Front Row: Scott A llen, James Mann , Jeff Markwardt, Eric 
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~ Tau 
pride in being the oldest fraternity at Rose-Hulman. The ~ 
fall of 1995 will be the beginning of the one hundred and second  
year of serving the Rose-Hulman community. We continue to lead 
many activities and events throughout campus. We currently represent almost ~ 
every varsity athletic team, and annually win the intramural athletic title. Three of the y 
six highest offices of the Student Government, including president, have been ATO's. Our 
involvement is not limited to the Rose-Hulman campus. Our Brotherhood extends to the Peddle Park Retirement Home, 
the Big Brother/Big Sister Program of Vigo County, the Regional Hospital of Terre Haute, and many others. The brothers 
of Alpha Tau Omega also enjoyed many social events and trips throughout the year to such places as Myrtle Beach, Mardi 
Gras, Florida, the ski slopes of Colorado, and the canoeing waters of Silver Creek. 
Above: Brothers Condon and O'Day enjoying the sights of Florida. 
Below Left: SGA President Ashvin Lad partying with brothers. 
Below Right: Alpha Tau Omegas experiencing the slopes of Colorado. 
\ 
132 Social Circles 
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~ Sigma Phi. In addition to our busy social schedule, which included "2 e 
our very successful Ladies' Night and Mafia parties, the brothers found time ""'<~,/ 
to participate in a variety of philanthropic events, including the Adopt-a-Street- '< 
Tree-Canopy Campaign, repainting a local senior citizens home, and our annual 24-
Hour Basketball Marathon. Other highlights included our traditional road trip to Mardi Gras 
and our participation in this year's Greek Games. Despite all the fun that we have had, this has also been a year of hard 
work for the men of Delta Sigma Phi. In conjunction with the extensive internal improvements we have made to our 6th 
street fraternity house, we have also made various external additions such as basketball and sand volleyball courts, new 
sidewalks, and a recently completed limestone and brick sign. The Delta Sigs look forward to another year of fun and 
challenges and hope to build on the accomplishments of this past year. 
Above Left: I got a ticket for parking in the handicapped spot? 
Above Right: This Delta Sig has his hands full tonight. 
Below Left: The Mighty Thor and his sidekick Beavis. 
Below Right: Some women get on their knees and beg to dance with the photographer, Barry Dimock. 
134 Social Circles 
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Sigma 
Above Left: A Delta Sig at his summer job. 
Above Right: What a cute couple. 
Below Left: Mystery red punch, bananas, around-the-clock basketball, and some out-of-
shape guy. Which doesn't belong in this grouping of items? 
Below Right: All smiles at Hawaiian Night. 
136 Social Circles 
Lambda Chi Alpha 
1.Gambha &qi Alpqa 
GJ~i>tu ll\uppn li>tu 
KCNNl:Tl1 IC>f:t. &U.Lll !'&T"°' ftr.U. IWUO ......... ___ ~ _........ ...,.,._ 
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Above Left: Fiji versus Lambda Chi Alpha in the Greek Games' Tug-of-War. 
Above Right: Fiji sizes up the competition. 
Below Left: A photo break at the fraternity house. 
Below Right: A community service project: repairing the stone retaining wall along 
the access drive to the upperclass parking lot. 
138 Social Circles 
~~ 
~ ~ The brothers of the Kappa Chapter of Theta Xi have managed 
V to make it through yet another year at Rose-Hulman. With the 
addition of five new members, we have hit our highest membership in recent 
years. 1995 was the year of the twenty-fifth annal Winefest, Terre Haute's finest 
cultural event. What a fine Winefest it was. The general attitude of the fraterrnity 
is changing with the times , and the house also is slowly creeping towards a better state of repair. 
v1uch improvement was made this year. There are many plans for future improvement. Theta Xi is looking forward to 
another banner year at Rose-Hulman. 
Above: The Theta Xi house. 
Below: Breaking in the new dining room table. 
Social Circles 139 
. Kappa~ 
" The men of Pi Kappa Alpha have had one of their best years ~~ 
on record. Over the summer, we won the Robert Adger Smythe 
Award for being one of the fifteen best chapters in the United States 
and Canada. We also won several awards for chapter exceJJence in different 
in many different areas over the year. We were active on the social front and had many suc-
cessful parties, including the FaJJout party. Other successful social events were the Delta Gamma Valentine Dinner and the 
Gamma Phi Beta movie night. We won Anchor Splash for the fourth year in a row and, in the process, retired the trophy. We 
were also the overaJJ champions in Greek Games. Community service was another strong area this year. We amassed 3000 
hours of community service and raised over thirty thousand doJJars for our educational foundation. We participated in many 
Adopt-a-Highway days and also catered at the Hulman Center several times. We look forward to the 1995-96 school year and 
hope to return from the summer carrying our second consecutive Smythe award and have an even better year. 
140 Social Circles 
Above: Dan Camey hoists high the Greek Games Champion Trophy. 
Below Left: For a smaJJ guy, well, we'JJ just say Rob Zembrodt tries. 
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* 1995 Q 
~ ~ This year's Greek Games were a bit unusual and ironic. The 
V weather did not cooperate. It rained heavily the night before. 
0 That cold front produced a very cool day. The turnout was disap-pointingly small, continuing the trend of the past few years . Adding to the ~ small turnout was the fact that Lambda Chi Alpha did not participate. It was rumored \......~ that Lambda Chi Alpha saw no reason to compete since the events have not changed in many ~ 
years and that no overall winner is declared as was done years ago. It was ironic, however, that 
142 Social Circles 
this year an overall winner was declared, Pi Kappa Alpha. 
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Our 
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~ Our 
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lSO The Roll Call 
. 
..J11:emE4V~ A.Agle 
The Roll Call 1~1 
imc INDD! 
A 
Audley, Jason R. 64, 135 Boyd, Rebecca I 18 Busse, Gregory E. 102, 
104, 141 Beery, Timothy P. IOI , Boyd, Shawn T . IOI 107 -
Augustine, Andrew D. 118 Boyd, Timothy A. 122 Buti , Mark 65 
135 Bell , Connie J. 45 Bradley, Andrew H . 90 Butler, Jill 44 
Abbott, Andrew D. 135 Aung, Gideon T . 123 Beltz, Travis D. 141 Bradway, Carl E . 128 Butts, Randolph G . 135 
Abegg, Carl F. 32 Benjey, Adam C. 83 Brainard, Annette M . Bye, Kent A. 102, 141 
Abrouk, Nacer E . 38 Bennett, Alvin L. I 0 I, Brannon, Dan I 16 Byers, Benjamin A. 117 
Acharya, Nandini 123 104 Brashear, Ryan K. 83, 
Ackenbrandt, Paul I 05 Bennett, Matthew A. 133 95, 135 
Acker, Frank E. 36 Berceli , Kristopher I 02 Breitling, Detlef 80, 95 , 
Adam, Joseph T . 95 Berg, Steven M. 90, 137 123 c Adams, Matthew B. B Bernheisel, Jay D . 91 Bremmer, Dale S . 37 103, 127 Berry , Shawn M . I 0 I , Brinkman, Kurt A. 83, 
Addington, Darrell P . 105 122, 137 
91 , 94 Berzsenyi , Agnes 80 Britt, James D. 83 Cahill , Brian P. 90, 133 
Airhart, Beverly A. 51 Backfish, Helen 5 I Berzsenyi , George 38 Brophy, Patrick D . 37 Calder, Bruce G. 83, 
Albright, Jeffrey D. Baer, EricS.101 , 103 Beschnidt, Joern 80, Broughton, S . A . 38 Calder, Mark D. 84, 117 
IOI , 135 Bagley, Jack 50 122 Brown, Benjamin C. Callahan, Ryan D . 84, 
Allard, Michael J. 50 Bailey, Brad E . 73, 141 Bethem, Zachary A. 133 IOI , 105 102 
Allen, Ethan 91 Bailey, Phillip A. 90 Bice, Chris I 05 Brown, Brian S. 72 Canada, Angela I 18 
Allen, William H. 83 Bair, Kevin M . 94, 14 I Bickel , Michael J . 94, Brown, Buck F.45 Cao, Son T. 72, 122 
122 Bajgrowicz, Brian D. 95, 117, 118, 121 Brown, Carlton D . 83 Capshaw, Christopher S. 
Allen, W. Scott 83, 10 I , IOI , 103, 117 Billings ley, James E. Brown, Clinton P . 83 , 121 
102, 113, 122, 125, Baker, Chad M. 90. 137 IOI , 133 135 Carls , Bill 141 
128, 129, Bales, Donald R . I 0 I , Birch, Thomas R. 101, Brown, Johnathan L. 10 I Carlson, Stephan C. 38 
Allison, Bruce D . 33 113 127, 141 Brown, Michael J. 70 Carlyle, Jason B. 5, 102 
Althoff, Erik K. 135 Ball, Mark D. 33, 141 Birck, Matthew R. 114 Brown, Patrick J . I 02 Carmichael , Diane 118 
Alumbaugh, Richard L. 51 Bannon, William 46 Bissi nger, Debbie 45 Bruh! , Jakob C. 90 Carney, Dan A. 84, 141 
Ammerman, Karl R. 72, Bao, Liewei 123 Black, Bruce A. 35 Bryan, Darin M. 46 Carstensen, Lans H. 135 
90 122 Baran, William K. 141 Blair, Brian S . 83 , I 18, Bryan, Kurt M . 38 Carter, Bryan B . 135 
Amodio, Lucas M . 94 Baratuci , William B. 135 Brylow, Dennis W. 90 Carvill, Caroline 37 
Anderson, Claude W . 32, 120 Blair, Scott C. 94, 135 Buell , Karen 118 Casey, Andrew T. 84, 
14,34 Barclay , Levi J . 125 Blair, Tara 118 Buerkle, Lutz 114, 123 135 
Anderson, Jason H. 94, Barcus, Jodi I 0 I Bless inger, Chris I 35 Bulington, Eric J . 90 Casey, Jaynie T . 46 
IOI Barmes, Daniel J . 116 Blic, Eric I 03 Bumgardner, Jason M. Caskey, Jerry A. 32 
Anderson, Kenneth B. Barr, John D. 94 Boddy, Mark R. 83, 91 94, 141 Castro, Fidel 13 
58, 70, 71 , 90, 141 Bartow, Kyle A. 137 Bogensberger, Erik F. 90 Bunch , Robert M . 42 Cavallini , Keith E. 133 
Ankenbrand, Paul M . Barz, Joachim W. 64, Boone, Brandon M . 56 Bunselmeier, Jason B. 137 Chaffins, Timothy R. 135 
99, 101 , 127 91, 116, 117 Boone, Jason G . 94, 73 , Burgess, Cheryl A. 46 Chalos, Pete 20 
Anthony, Jeremy D. 99, Batman The Robin 12 117, 141 Burgess, Denni s N . 141 Chambers, Zachariah 80 
101 Bauer, Nancy J. 50 Borden, Jacob R. I 18, Burgess, Gary D. 42 Chaneske, Jason 90, 
Apgar, Peggy I 18 Baughman, Andrew 51 133 Burly Cosack 12 127 
Aquaman 116 Beavis 134 Bork, Jason C. 62, 122 Burns, Donna K. 46 Chang, Jee S. I 14 
Arbo, Edward B. 100, Becher, Phillip K. 137 Borzillo, David A. 141 Burri s, Duncan 118 Chapman, Brian R. 84, 
135 Bede! , David L. 122, Bounsall , Jeff I 18 Burri s, Jordan 1 I 8 91 
Archer, Greg 65 137 Bowden, Warren 32 Burwinkel , Scott J . 90, Chappelow, Chris 94, 
Armstrong, James R. Bede!, Kenneth H . 137 Bower, Mark A. 137 122 95 
94, 133 Bedwell , Christopher A. Bowley, Samuel E. 94 Busby, Stuart 91 Chase, Scott D. 56 
Arnold, Brendan M. 94 72, 105 Bowman, Bryan J . 42, ijuscher, Eric R. I 02, Chasteen, Scott S. I 02 
Artigue, Ronald S . 32 Beene, Donald L. I 0 I , 83, 122 118, 141 Chen, Shuyou 80, 123 
Ashby, Austin M. 91 118, 141 Bowser, Lucas J . I 18 Bush, George 21 Cheng, Mingxia 123 
Askren, Jay D. 99, IOI Beer, Matthew R. 94, Boyce, Richard D. 46 Bush, Matthew A. I 02 Chermansky, Brett A. 84 
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It's done ... 
... or so it has become custom for the Editor-in-Chief to say on the last page of the yearbook. Well, this isn't 
the last page of the yearbook, if you haven't noticed yet. I did what I did on the last page because I figured 
that people would rather see something meaningful about the period of change which the Rose-Hulman 
community is undergoing (i.e. coeducation). 
There are some people I would like to thank. Thank-you to my professors for giving me the neces-
sary knowledge and making me ready to enter the professional workforce. Thank-you to the Admissions 
Staff for putting up with me for four years (No more application filing!). Thank-you to Ryan Callahan for 
keeping our computer alive, and for fixing it when it did silly things. Thank-you to Scott Allen and Matt 
Flessner, who were both recruited last year. Their work is much appreciated. Thank-you to Jeff Marquart 
for his sports work. He is somebody whom I could depend on. Thank-you to Jereme Greenblott. Even 
though he left at mid-year, his help at the beginning of the year assured that this book got off of the ground. 
Thank-you to Brad North for doing such a good job as photo editor. He took over the position at mid-year 
as a freshman with basically no training, and he performed very well. Thank-you to Miguel Paz and Jason 
Vadas. Keep up the good work taking pictures. Thank-you to Eric Hansen and Aaron Trisler for their 
photography and darkroom efforts. Without you, this book would be 160 pages of text (and about as 
exciting as some of the books we all read in high school English). Thank-you to Margaret Ellison and good 
luck at Clemson. Thank-you to Jayme Moore. You were always there, always dependable, and always 
thinking of things I overlooked. An especially large thank-you goes to the Modulus Advisor, Bryan Taylor. 
Thank-you for helping make being Editor-in-Chief that much easier and thoroughly enjoyable. You have 
helped the staff in ways too numerous to mention here. Without you, this book would be a dream and not a 
reality. Thank-you to my girlfriend, who would always listen to me when things were going bad, and I 
needed someone to talk to. And finally, thank-you to my family. They have made me what I am today and 
never doubted my abilities, even when I said I couldn't continue. Thank-you to my sister Megan for being 
patient enough to wait until graduation to shoot the picture on page 160. Thank-you to my family's dog 
Casper, who is always happy to see me (I think it's because I occasionally give him a Brach's peppermint). 
Well it's about time to wrap this up. It's already way too long, and my fingers are starting to cramp. 
Jayme, Miguel, Brad, Jason, and Aaron; this book is yours for the next few years. You now form the 
nucleus and the book's future. Work hard and plan for today, not for tomorrow. I guess this is where I 
officially tum the book over to the next Editor-in-Chief, Jayme Moore. Jayme, you've seen how Hawkins 
and I have run things. I hope, and know; that you can surpass our performances. Good luck and best 
wishes to the 1995-96 Modulus Staff. 
Adam Staley 
1994-95 Modulus Editor-in-Chief 
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flJuring an e~citing time of change. 
'But t/1£ tracfition of e~ce{fence sfia{[ continue 
.9Ls a new era cfawns. 
May respect, success, ancf prestige 
Come tlirougli cfifigence, creativity, ancf integrity. 
